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The 
New 
1915 
4-cyl

d
■fry-

NEW model has lust been in
troduced fitted with the famous 
Dorman four-cylinder en gine. 
This engine has been designed 
throughout with a view to 
the ready accessibility of 
every part ; notice the large 
inspection plate giving instant 
access to the big ends; the 

happy placing of the carburetter, 
and the total absence of any 
maze of wiring and piping.

The price of the standard model, 
completeand ready i r-n, P ’
for the road, is ... loU (llllll£aS.

The Warren lambert Engineering Co., Ltd. 
ALDINE WORKS, UXBRIDGE ROAD, 
SHEPHERD’S BUSH, - LONDON, W.
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STANDARD 
Light Car, fully 
equipped* £195. 
Delivery from Stock 
Cash or Exchange.

NO SHOW
THIS YEAR

CROUCH, 8 h.p*, water-cooled, 
fully equipped, £132 15s. 

From Stock. Cash or Exchange.

12-14 h.p. 4-cyl. MARSHALL 
ARTER t two-speed model,wire 
wheels............... 152 Gns.

Three-speed model* gate change, 
£ve detachable Sankey wheels 

168 Gns.

Immediate delivery*

* I'HE Show has been abandoned, 
* but you can still examine 

the new 1915 Light Cars and 
Cyclecars under one roof and in 
comfort, at Wauchope’s.

Every car in Wauchope’s 
Showrooms is ready to drive away. 
No waiting weeks or months for 
delivery. And practically every 
machine on the market is in stock.

Wauchope’s offer exception
ally generous allowances for 
machines accepted in part pay
ment, and there is no more 
generous easy payment system 
than Wauchope’s Easy Way.

When will YOU call ?

WAUCHOPE’S,
9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, 

LONDON.
(Jost off Lodgate Cirens.)

Telephone: 5777 Holborn. Telegrams; “Opificer, London.”

CHATER LEA,8h.p., 
water-cooled ............... 136 grS.

CHATER LEA, lOh.p., 
water-cooled, 4-cyl. ... 165 gns.

SINGER Light Car, 10h.p. ., 
„ ,, „ ,, with Dynamo Lighting bet IOS.

From Stock. Latest Model. Cash or Exchange.
MORGAN,

85 gns.
... EIOO
... 91
... 102

A.-C. 10 h.p. 4-cyl., fully equipped. 
£175.

Cash or Exchange. air-cooled, HUMBEBETTE 
£120.

8 h*p. water-cooled 
HLMBERETTE £135.

Immediate delivery.

IMMEDIATE 
DELIVERY 
FROM STOCK

SWIFT Cyclecar* fully equipped, £140* 
Cash or Exchange.

Standard Morgan 
Ditto* fully equipped 
Starting Model 
Ditto* fully equipped

Morgan de Luxe — 
Ditto* fully equipped 
Grand Prix Morgan No. 1
Grand Prix Morgan No* 2

£100
111
105
115

TO THE By mentioning “ The Light Car and Cyclecar ” when corresponding with advertisers, 
READER you will be working for the cause of the new motoring. Al
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HELP THE hij letting advertisers know that their advertisements
MOVEMENT in “ The Light Car and Cyclecar ” interest you.

TRIAL RUNS WITH PLEASURE, 
The 10 h.p.

CALTHORPE Minor ■ 190 Gns
1915 Model, 4-seater. Complete as illustrated

HU 1915 Models now ready for delivery. 
Hsk for a copy of our 1915 Catalogue.

THE CALTHORPE MOTOR CO. (1912) LTD.,
Bordesley Green............................Birmingham.
London Agent -- — K. D. STOREY, 118, Great Portland Street, W.

I 
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19th October, 1914.

CALTHORPE 
...SECURITY
To spurt along the straight at the speed of an express—to take 
the bends without fear of jumping or overturning—to scale the 
mountain road and to drop steadily down steep descents over 
loose surfaces—these are the delights of motoring that SECURITY 
permits. With the slightest sense of insecurity, the spice of 
adventure instantly turns to nervous dread. Certainly before 
speed—before power on hills—before appearance—before price, 
comes SECURITY.
No light car has so emphatically demonstrated its SECU RITY as 
the Calthorpe Minor. Its magnificent performance in the A.C.U. 
Six Days Trial “ to destruction,” over grass-grown mountain 
tracks and river-bed surfaces, in which it was the ONEY Car to 
gain FULL MARKS and GOLD MEDAL, interprets the full 
meaning of SECURITY. A private owner’s 1,404 miles tour of 
India, across rivers, up mountains like the Bhor Ghaut,over long 
stretches of description-defying roads, covering as much as 207 
miles in a day, and all without a single mechanical hitch, places Cal
thorpe Security beyond question- It is this Security that 
makes the Calthorpe the car-elect of the lady owner-driver, 
and of the motorist who is not of a mechanical frame of mind. 
Get a Calthorpe and forget motor-worries.

I 
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“The Light Car and Cyclecar,” 19th October, 1914.

The Cyclecar CUib's first autumn meeting 
at Beaconsfield. On the left is shown an 
A.A. scout helping a member with a 
refractory tyre^ and a consultation over 

a 1915 Carden,

LIGHTS OUT!
Danger to the Public andThe

Drivers—Plain Rules for Safe Driving 
—Coloured Lights Suggested?

IF the authorities do not take steps immediately 
to rendei’ driving at night safer both for the 
public and drivers, many serious accidents will 

take place. A London coroner has already drawn 
attention to the increasing number of accidents in 
which vehicles are concerned at night.

Most of the newspapers are urging that motorists 
should be compelled to switch off their headlights, 
and that the streets should be still further darkened, 

police, too, are actively compelling drivers of 
to turn off their lights, even to turning out the 
illumination the car possesses in some cases, 
on certain bridges. Further, the streets are

The
cars 
only 
and
being so darkened that they resemble country lanes. ■ 
It is urged in some quarters that speeds should be 
reduced to an absurdly low limit, which apparently 
overlooks the colossal dislocation and congestion of 
traffic that would follow, but not a word of warning 
to pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers of horsed vehicles. 
We quite expect to see suggestions for abolishing 
motor traffic at night, which, if adopted, would 
deprive thousands of London’s workers of the 
means of getting to and from their daily toil, unless 
their working hours, at considerable loss to them
selves be it noted, were reduced.

It cannot be too strongly urged that we must have 
motor traffic, or the business of London ceases. 
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LIGHTS OUT (contd.).

Horsed traffic is out of date, and has been largely re
duced. The horsed bus that travelled at a maximum 
speed of 8, m.p.h. has given way to motorbuses, the 
maximum speed of which is more than double. If 
the spqed limit of 12 m.p.h. were enforced the greater 
time taken in getting about would be a serious incon
venience and, indeed, loss to many. It is the same 
with the commercial motors that have so greatly 
aided the commerce of the Metropolis by rapid trans
port. The private car, too, which in only a few cases 
is driven for pleasure in London, and lias become-the 
necessary vehicle for busy business and professional 
men, is as much a necessity as other forms of traffic. 
In fact, the authorities have no alternative between 
stopping all traffic at night, which would be suicidal, 
and permitting it to continue under the safest con
ditions possible. The solution of the problem lies in 
a lower speed and greater care on the part of all road 
users. Motorists are certainly driving carefully.

A few of the people who are shrieking for motor 
headlights to be extinguished have been doing so for 
years past, because they do not understand the 
danger of driving without proper headlights. How 
little motorcar lighting is understood is revealed by 
the tirade in an evening newspaper against the 
“ acetylene searchlights ” of cars, whereas the power
ful lights of cars used to-day are electric, the light 
from acetylene lamps being yellower in colour, of 

much less intensity, and not so accurately focussed. 
The secret of the brilliance of the modern 8 or 
12 volt. 8 to 16 c.p. metal filament bulbs used in car 
lighting is accurate focussing. Driving constantly at 
night, we appreciate the unpleasantness of meeting 
powerful lights, but at the same time the danger from 
badly-controlled, erratic, and improperly lighted slow 
traffic is greater. At the present moment negotiating 
London streets after nightfall, with side lamps only, 
is fraught with the very greatest danger, and we are 
certain that, under present conditions, there will be 
many accidents and loss of life. To suggest merely 
reducing the speed limit for motorcars is to trifle 
with the whole question, for statistics show that a 
very large proportion indeed of the London street 
accidents occurs when the vehicles concerned are 
travelling slowly.

Unless the following precautions are taken the loss 
of life in London will soon be greater than the highest 
toll that the Germans might expect to take with 
treble the number of Zeppelins and aeroplanes they 
possess. Meanwhile, we should like to know if the 

. lights of vehicles really can be observed from the air, 
and, if so, whether certain colours, while enabling 
objects to be picked out by the driver, would oast a 
glow that was indistinguishable from above. We 
have in mind more particularly green and blue rays, 
the reflected glow of which is much less than that of 
yellow or red rays, and yet is effective in illuminating 
objects in a straight line.

Classes of Traffic that Require Better
■I

Control. Plain Words to Pedestrians, 
Cyclists, and Drivers of Slowly Moving Vans.

The following classes of traffic want better con
trolling

1. —Pedestrians who, from not understanding the 
rule of the road, step heedlessly into traffic, dodge in 
front of vehicles and always expect the faster traffic 
to give way to them. If pedestrians were compelled 
to exercise more care, and at night the onus of cross
ing safely put on their own shoulders, bearing in mind 
that they are unlighted and are in a position to look 
in all directions before attempting to cross the road, 
one of the greatest traffic dangers would be avoided. 
Bear in mind the motor driver has no desire to meet 
with an accident, and that through being constantly 
compelled to exercise great presence of mind, he is 
highly skilled in the use of the road. The most bitter 
anti-motorist will probably appreciate that the pedes
trian is a far more careless user of the highway than 
the driver, and that the latter very rarely displays 
carelessness.

2. —The cyclist. Now that headlights are not to be 
permitted, the cyclist must be compelled tn have a 
lighted red lamp clearly indicating from any direc
tion of approach from behind his presence to other 
traffic. The reflex lights now so common are per
fectly useless unless the overtaking vehicle has 
powerful lights that are reflected in them. The 
reflex light will not show a warning signal in the rays 
of the ordinary oil side lights, nor, in fact, in anything 
less than a very bright electric or acetylene light. 
Further, cyclists must keep well over to the left-hand

■ i
i

side of the road, emerging from which will be at their 
own peril. Before deviating from a straight line 
common sense dictates that a rearward glance should 
be given to see if the road behind is clear. Wobbling 
riders ought never to be permitted on the highway, 
for they are a danger to themselves, other cyclists, 
and all other traffic, pedestrians included. The 
bicycle in the hands of the nervous and inexperienced 
cyclist is one of the most dangerous vehicles.

3.—Horsed and slow traffic. All traffic of this 
description should be compelled to keep to the near 
side, and not allowed to traverse long distances side 
by side. Each should carry a white light on the 
offside, which can be seen clearly from any position 
by approaching vehicles, and a properly illuminated 
red light, also carried on the extreme offside of the 
vehicle, which also can be seen from any rearward 
direction. In the case of nine-tenths of the horsed 
traffic, either no light at all is carried or else it is so 
obscure, from its position or bad illumination, as to be 
invisible to* other traffic. White rear lights—which are 
doubly dangerous—are quite common. One led to a 
fatal accident not long ago, the driver, a stupid in
dividual, being merely cautioned instead of severely 
punished for an actual infraction of one of the lighting 
laws that most wants observing.

Finally, all traffic should be compelled to light up 
half an hour earlier than at present; that is, half an 
hour after sunset.

Since the above was written the Home Office announces that motorists who still employ 
powerful headlights in the Metropolitan area will be liable to be arrested and charged.

a.4
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While London is diminishing its lighting there is more light on the London-Coventry road at London Colney 
where the A.A. signpost is now illuminated. This illuminated sign is referred to on page 550.

EXPERIMENTS WITH COLOURED HEADLIGHTS.
Do Certain Rays Give Penetrative Powers Without their Reflection being 

Observable from a Height ?—A
London

AS is well known now, the police are not permit-' 
ting the use of headlights On cars in the Metro
politan area, while the streets are being 

darkened, whole rows of lamps not being lighted. In 
touching upon the danger to traffic this involves, we 
throw out a suggestion for experimenting with dif
ferent-coloured rays.

Now, we believe it will be found that certain rays, 
while having good penetrative powers, do not throw a 
light the reflection of which is visible above. The 

■ least visible rays, we suggest, would be blue; next 
would come green; then red and yellow. It is well 
known that in a fog yellow rays penetrate better than 
white, but in an ordinary atmosphere the glare of 
headlights would be almost as distinctive from above 
when thrown through a yellow screen.

The dim, ghostly radiance of reflected ■ blue light 
would be very puzzling to an observer several hun
dred feet above, if it could be seen at all, and yet 
would have a fair field of illumination from the point 
of view of the driver. What is ■wanted for London 
traffic driving at present is invisible rays.

Proper tests could only be carried out by the 
authorities, for they must of necessity be made from

Possible Solution of the Lights of 
Question.

some dirigible air craft. We strongly urge that they 
be made as soon as possible. First of all, it should 
be noted if the passage of a car with ordinary head
lights is clearly visible; then slides of different colours 
sh^ould be attached to the headlights to see to what 
degree their reflected light becomes indistinguishable. 
A further experiment would be made with a ground
glass lens.

Another method of observing would be from the top 
of a lofty monument, such as the Albert Memorial in 
Kensington Gardens, which could be closed to ordin
ary traffic during the test.

To render the tests easy, strips of coloured celluloid 
should be used, such as are employed for stage 
“ limelight ” effects. Non-flammable celluloid is 
procurable.

The following concerns supply coloured transparent 
celluloid:—

W. Butcher and Sons, Ltd., Farringdon Avenue, 
London, E.C.

Bassett-Lowke, Ltd., Northampton. 
Economic Electric Co., Twickenham.
A. R. Harrison, Heaton.
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REBUILDING THE HIGHWAY.
HOW TO KEEP OUR GERMAN PRISONERS BUSY.

Where New Roads are Wanted.

IT is notorious that road-making in this country 
has ceased for the last 80 years, save for the little 
that has been done since the creation of the Road

Board, and equally notorious that there are an enor
mous number of road improvements in urgent need of 
carrying out, if the highways of this country are to be 
fit for the stress of traffic which they will certainly 
have to bear in the very near future, or even to ac
commodate properly the present volume of traffic.

Work for the German Prisoners.
Now there are at the present time, in this country 

several thousands of strong and able-bodied men, 
German prisoners of war captured by our troops 
•abroad, men with nothing much to do, and who are, 
all the time, being well fed at the expense of the 
British taxpayer. The question naturally arises as to 
whether these men could not be put to some useful 
work, and whether, amongst other profitable pur
poses to which their enforced presence among us for 
many months to come could turned, that of giving 
us a helping hand with some of our much-needed road 
improvements might not be included.

In nearly all cases of road improvement the ques
tion of expense is the paramount consideration, and a 
very large proportion of this is accounted for by the 
item of labour.

Now as the board and lodging of prisoners of war 
interned in this country is already a charge upon the 
State,. labour derived from such a source is very 
nearly free, and, could it be employed, a large amount 
of work might be carried out at a comparatively 
small cost.

Both Germany and Russia appear to be setting 
their prisoners to various kinds of manual labour, and 
there is nothing in the Hague Convention forbidding 
such a practice. Neither is there anjdhing to be 
urged against it on grounds of humanity, so long as 
the tasks are reasonable and the men decently 

. treated. The Convention lays it down that fair wages 
are to be paid, but as the cost of maintaining the men 
may be deducted, the labour remains exceedingly 

- cheap. Now, obviously, men who are fit enough to 
have served as soldiers, who are unwounded, and 
who, moreover, have been well looked after in the 
compound for a week or two, could very easily per
form navvies’ tasks.

Many Schemes Already Approved.
A large amount of work is already mapped out for 

execution, improvements, extensive and trivial, but 
all much needed, authorized by the Road Board, as 
well as others proposed but not as yet sanctioned 
owing to the local authority having deemed the 
Board’s offered grant insufficient.

But, apart from such schemes, none of which (the 
Brentford by-pass excepted) is of a very far-reaching 
character, there are opportunities up and down the 
country for undertaking road improvements on a 
considerable scale, which there is less chance of con
summating at an early date under normal circum
stances in time of peace.

4.6

As an example, there is that bete-noir of the North, 
the bad stretch between Warrington and Preston, so 
difficult to escape. There is easy^ unbuilt-on country 
all the way, and the technical difficulties in the way 
of making a new, level and fast road through it would 
be trivial. On the other hand, the advantages of 
such a quick route would be incalculable, since there 
is no good road between the Great North Road and 
the west coast.

The Birmingham By-pass.
A line of communication very much needed is one 

from north-east to south-west across England. At 
present, traffic passing between Nottinghamshire, the 
busy Yorkshire districts, or the great industrial and 
mining regions around the Tees, the Wear, and the 
Tyne, and Gloucester, Bristol, and the whole south
west of England, has either to pass through the heart 
of the Black Country, or else go round by Coventry 
or Shifnal, places nearly 45 miles apart.

A by-pass road a little to the east of Birmingham, 
where the country is purely agricultural and is little 
built on, would be of inestimable service.

The recent reopening of the Nottinghamshire sec
tion of the old Fosse Way provides a splendid loop 
road round Nottingham.; but there is still Leicester, 
with its trams, its long-drawn-out suburbs, and its 
crowded central streets, to be traversed, and a loop 
road on the west side of the city, where the suburbs 
stretch least and where the country is easy and agri
cultural, could be made with very little effort.

At the other end of this important line of communi
cation lies Bristol, whose far-flung streets impose an 
even more serious check on through traffic. On the 
west side of this city there is practically a by-pass 
road already in existence, lacking only a connecting 
bridge across the Avon and a few minor improve
ments, such as widenings, corner cutting, etc.

Here is a scheme of real and lasting utility, the 
benefits of which would be felt in nearly every part of 
the country except London and the south-east; it 
would be a great pity if, with free labour in our midst, 
at least a beginning 'were not made upon it.

Catering for the Tourist.
In addition to undertakings of a strictly utilitarian 

character, such as those just outlined, there are many 
possibilities for effecting improvements in the lines 
followed by pleasure traffic. Abroad, and particu
larly in France, roads are very frequently made with - 
the main object of serving for tourist traffic, and our 
neighbours have constructed hundreds of miles of 
highway with no other purpose in view. The recently- 
opened carriage road through the Gorges of the Tam 
(previous to which this wonderful piece of scenery 
could only be seen from a boat) and the route through 
the length of the Pyrenees, now being carried out, 
occur to one as examples.

The opportunities in our country are no whit in
ferior to those abroad, but we at home do not seem 
to have realized that the opening up of beautiful 
scenery by means of carriage roads and thus adding 
very substantially to the attractions of a district, is of

■ 1
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JACQUET-HAUREL&CONDAC.U.
92, Gloucester Road, London, S.W. 

’Phone—4532 Kensington.
Grams—“Amorjemel, Southkens, London.”

C.D.C.

Sy mentioning “ The Light Car and Cyclecar ” when corresponding with advertisers. Ay 
you will be working for the cause of the new motoring.

wei;e like 
Billiard Tables 
"J.M.” Shock Absorbers 
would not be required. As it 
is, they are a vital necessity 
to every owner of a light car.

car^s great trouble is

it bumps the occupants

The light 
that on anything hut a billiard 
table 
about on the road like peas on a hot 
plate.........................Tyre wear and
chassis strains then become abnor
mal .... But the owner feels it 
more in his spine than in his pocket.
Save both your spine and your pocket—Fit

J.M
SHOCK ABSORBERS
They repay their cost in half a season.

Any Agent will fit them in 20 minutes.

A Guarantee for 10 years
BACK OF EACH FAIR.
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BUCKINGHAM

I

CARS and
ENGINES

WHATEVER IT BRINGS; 
MUST BRING PROGRESS

Cars from
87 Guineas Complete.

CL Now IS THE TIME FOR CONTEMPLATION. 
SHORTLY WILL BE THE TIME FOR ACTION.

CL Well CONSIDERED DESIGN IS 
AN INDISPENSABLE CONDITION.

CL Bring your chassis pro
blems TO US.

CL We ADE SPECIALISTS IN 
AUTOMOBILE MECHANISM,

CL In “EVERYTHING BUT THE 
ENGINE.”

C And we can help you.

1915 Programme 
incorporates many 

improvements in existing 
models, also includes NEW 
4.CYLINDER LIVE 
AXLE MODEL, for which 
we are open to appoint 

Agents.

I E. G.WRIGLEY& Go.,Ltd.
I Foundry Lane Works,
I Soho, BIRMINGHAM.

'Tpr T? GRAMS: “CUTTERS. B’HAM.* 
X Xi LzJC-PHONE; 148 SMETHWICK.

k J

Write Direct to Sole Manufacturers—

THE BUCKINGHAM 
ENGINE WORKS,

SPON ST., COVENTRY.

HELP THE by letting advertisers know that their advertisements
A8 taOVEMENT in The Light Gar and Gyelecar" interest you.
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REBUILDING THE HIGHWAY (contd.).
great benefit not only for those whose actual living de
pends on the visits of tourists, but for all in any way 
interested in the prosperity of the locality.

Take, for example, our south coast. It is woefully 
short of roads which actually give a view of the sea, 
although it would be the easiest thing possible to ' 
construct miles of sea-view highways along certain 
shores. A magnificent marine drive could be made 
with a minimum of effort, for instance, westward 
from Worthing through Bognor and Selsey to Witter
ing, the ground being perfectly flat, and the only river 
already bridged. It would certainly add enormously 
to the attractiveness of the neighbourhood.

Further west there is a splendid piece of coast be
tween Swanage and Weymouth, quite un-get-at-able 
by road, save for an occasional lane running down 
towards the shore. The ground is hilly, and a follow
ing road would, therefore, have to be carefully 
planned, but, otherwise, there would be no special 
difficulty about its construction. If carried out, this 
would afford one of the most glorious coastwise 
drives in the kingdom.

Levelling North Devon.
A new North Devon coast road, or at least new hills 

at Porlock and Countisbury, is another suggestion 
that comes to mind.

Another enterprise that might be undertaken would 
be the metalling of the surfaceless but wide track by 
the coast near Freshwater, in the Isle of Wight, 
known as the Military Road.

There are many districts which suffer not so much 
from the actual absence of roads as from some of the 
roads most important from the tourist’s point of view 
(though of slight moment in local eyes) being prac
tically unusable, either because of bad hills or ex
tremely rough surface.

Galloway, that beautiful though too little known 
district in the south-west corner of Scotland, is 
cursed by abominably rough roads; they require re
bottoming, some, if not most, having no real founda
tions at all.

Even more is this the case-in the northern High- 
landSj where the wildest scenery in the British Isles is 
practically only accessible at the cost of a set of 
tyres, and undoubtedly a great deal might be done, 
with very little outlay, to open up this splendid tour
ing ground to the thousands who at present are de
terred by the awful condition of the roads. 

purposes, impassable by two atrocious hills, yet both 
of them could be reconstructed, under skilled direc
tion, by a hundred or two prisoners of war in a few 
weeks.

The advantage of this small improvement to the 
touring public, and through it to the neighbourhood, 
would be out of all proportion to the effort made.

A Main Road Over Kidstones Pass.
Similarly, the improvement of Kidstones Pass, the 

natural exit from Wharf edale, is one that'would 
entail very little expense and yield a considerable 
return.

These examples will serve to call to mind the many 
useful pieces of work to which the unskilled but 
sturdy labour of our prisoners might, with great and 
lasting advantage, be put.

A large expenditure on material need be no part of 
the scheme, the main idea being to utilize a waste 
product, viz., the labour of prisoners of war. Where 
bridges, viaducts, etc.,, were necessary, they could 
very well be left till more settled times ; it would be a 
long step forward to have the navvies’ work of a new 
line of road done. In the case of land being required, 
especially uncultivated land, it would probably be 
found, at a time like this, that, in most instances, 
owners would be accommodating, and would either 
make a gift of it or consent to a postponement of the 
payment.

Signposts and Quarrying.
In addition to actual road-making, there is 

auxiliary work to which prisoners’ labour could be 
equally well directed. Quarrying would be within the 
capacity of many of the men, while the preparation of 
blank signposts would not be a difficult task and could 
be made a useful indoor winter employment. If this 
latter idea were carried out, it would afford a simple 
and economical solution for a trouble that affects 
hundreds of travellers daily all over the country, and 
no important road junction need then be unprovided 
with directions.

Of course, it would be very undesirable to employ 
prisoners’ labour on those road works, already 
authorized, which it is gratifying to learn^ are to be 
put in hand at early dateSj to alleviate distress due 
to unemployment. There is, however, plenty to be 
done without prejudicing relief work. R.W.

Bridge Substitutes for Highland Ferries.
Another reform badly needed in the interests of 

Highland touring is the mitigation of the ferry nui
sance. Throwing bridges across the fiords would be 
too costly to be thought of at a time like this, but for 
the alternative plan of making roads round the 

. watery obstructions labour would be the main re
quirement. In many instances this was the plan fol
lowed when the Highland roads were made (or there 
would have been many more ferries than there are), 
and amidst such scenery no one grudges the extra 
mileage.

Turning south again, the north of England provides 
many illustrations of the need for improvement. 
Honister Pass is notoriously a case in point. Why 
not a new road up the west side and thereby open one 
of the most glorious runs in Lakeland to the tourist 
on wheels ?

Take the case of Swaledale. This gem of all the 
Pennine dales is, for motorists, virtually a cul de sac 
over 20 miles long, and it is, in consequence^ very 
much neglected; in fact, the writer traversed its en
tire length one August Bank Holiday and only saw a 
couple' of cars. The dale’s natural outlet on the west, 
the Keld-Nateby road, is rendered, to all intents and

OUR BUYERS’ REVIEW
— NUMBER —

will be published on

MONDAY, 30th NOVEMBER, 
and will contain the fullest and best illus

trated descriptions of

1915 MODELS AND
NEW ACCESSORIES.

SPECIAL ATTENTION WILL BE PAID 
TO COLONIAL MODELS.
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The Lights of London.

OUE leading article this week is devoted to a very pressing matter, 
the danger that has suddenly fallen upon London street ftaffic 

at night. No doubt the regulations will be extended to other cities, 
and, in fact, villages and towns all over the country, and they may 
become more stringent still if, and when, the first German bomb is 
exploded on our shores. Obviously, the instructions of the authorities 
must be obeyed, and although we speak our mind plainly, we do not 
want it to be thought that we are opposed to any regulations which are 
detrimental to the convenience and safety of the public. In view of the 
many statements that have appeared in the daily Press, we feel it is 
necessary to indicate clearly a side of the question which has not been 
considered at all, in the interests of the vast number of motor drivers 
who are compelled to use the streets at night. If the streets are to be 
darkened, and only very limited illumination permitted on motor 
vehicles, common sense should dictate greater precautions on the part 
of all traffic, whether afoot or awheel, particularly in the strict observ
ance of the rule of the road and front and rear illumination of all 
vehicles. The need for powerful headlights in London in normal times 
would be removed by the proper control and illumination of slow traffic. 
In the article we have thrown out a suggestion for experimenting with 
coloured headlights which may prove a solution of the difficulty.

Mondays—Id.
Conducted by Edmund''Dangerfield. 

temple press limited 
(Proprietors of “THE MOTOR," 

“ MOTOR CYCLING,” &c.).

7,9,11,13,15, Rosebery Avenue, 
I,ONDON, B.c.

Telephone—5292 Holborn (four lines). 
Telegrams—’"Pressimus, Holb., London.’* 

MIDLAND offices;
Birmingham:—9-10, Burlington 
Chambers, New Street.

Telephone—2498 Midland. 
Telegrams—*' Presswork, Birmingham.’’ 

Coventry6, Warwick Row, 
Hertford Street.

Telephone-983 Coventry. 
NORTHERN OFFICES ;

» 196, Deansgate, Manchester. 
Telephone- Central 2467. 
Telegrams—“ Presswork. Manchester."

LIGHT UP
Next Saturday, 5.48 p.m.

"Made in Germany” Trade Propaganda.
X^UR sister journal-“ The Motor Ship and Motor Boat,” in its issue of 

15th October, draws attention to the possible effect of German 
trade lies on British trade oversSas. As is well known, the German 
Press started a campaign in all neutral countries attempting to justify 
her position and to put the blame of the outbreak of war on to the 
Allies.

After a time the English Press took up the question and refuted the 
lies, and is still busy doing so, but the more insidious campaign of trade 
lies is so far unanswered, and it rests with the trade journals to take up . 
the cudgels.

What may be called the German trade lie campaign consists of 
spreading statements and suggestions in all parts of the world, and even 
in our own Colonies, to the effect that trade and industry in Great 
Britain is paralyzed and that therefore it is foolish of overseas buyers to 
place orders in this country as deliveries cannot be given.

This lie is bound to make some impression on overseas buyers unless 
the true state of affairs is made known to them, and, as stated above, the 

. daily Press is busj' replying to the lies on matters directly connected 
with the war.

If the many trade journals, particularly those with a large circulation 
in the Colonies, would take the matter up they would do much good in 
dispelling any anxiety that the German publications may have caused.

How to Keep Our Prisoners Busy.
'C' LSEWHEKE in this issue a contributor suggests that our prisoners 

might be usefully employed in the building of roads, a healthy 
occupation the value of which we shall come to realize more and more 
as motor traffic increases. At the present time we are compelled to 
feed and house thousands of aliens, and there seems no reason why 
these people should not be set down to good work such as road building 
or road improvements during their sojourn in this country.

Apparently there is nothing in International Law to indicate that the 
compulsory working of healthy prisoners is wrong, and both Germany 
and Russia are said to be employing their captives in similar ventures. 
Certainly, then, it is an opportunity that should not be lost.

AlO

NOTICES.
Letters.

Editorial Communications should be 
addressed to The Editor, “ The Light Car 
and Cyclecar,” 7, 9, 31, 13 and 15, 
Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.

Letters relating to Advertisement 
and Publishing Departments should be 
addressed to The Manager. Subscrip
tions should be forwarded to the Manager 
(rate, 6s. 6d. per annum, or pro rata).

Advertisement Copy, Blocks, &c., 
should come • to hand by Wednesday 
morning to ensure careful attention and 
allow time to submit proofs, except when 
an earlier time is specified.
Press Times e

Important Late News and Photo
graphs can be accepted for insertion in 
the following Monday’s issue by special 
arrangement previously.
Return of MSSe» &c.

Drawings, Photographs and MSS. not 
suitable for publication will be returned 
if sufficient stamps are enclosed for this 
purpose, but the Publishers cannot hold 
themselves responsible for the safe keep
ing or return of contributions.
Copyright,

All Engravings, Photographs, Portraits, 
Drawings, Articles or other Contributions 
must be submitted, and will only be ac
cepted, upon the express condition that 
the copyright therein becomes the pro
perty of the publishers upon acceptance 
by acknowledgment or publication, and 
may not be republished or reproduced 
without their permission.
Subs Cl lotions,

‘‘The Light and Cyclecar” will be 
mailed regularly at the following rates:— 

12 ms. 6 ms. '' ~
United Kingdom 6s. 6d. 3s. 3d.
Canada ...........8s. 8d. 4s. 4d.
Elsewhere........... 10s. Od. 5s. Od.

REMITTANCES. — Postal 
Cheques, etc., should be crossed and 
made payable to ‘‘Temple Press Ltd.” 
All letters regarding subscriptions must 
be addressed to “The Manager.”

Sms.
Is. 8d.
23. 2d.
2s. 6d. 

Orders,

Advertisements of Light Cars and 
Cyclecars for Sale, new or second
hand, Sandry Announcements, and 
Rates for Advertisements will be found 
amongst the end pages.
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MORE BUSINESS THAN USUAL

8

is our motto. We are ready to supply the finest Light Cars 
and Gyclecars—the products of British Experts, and we can 
guarantee Immediate Delivery of

MORRIS-OXFORD Light Cars
AND

The Famous G.W.K. Cyclecars
Why not call and inspect our models and arrange for a trial run ?

REPAIRS A SPECIALITY.
To ensure courteous treatment, and a car that has been thoroughly road-tested—order your car from 

STEWART & ARDERN, LTD 
18, Woodstock St. 
Bond St., London, W^.
TELEGRAMS—“ Essandaymo, London.”

TELEPHONE—5462 Mayfair.

TO THE Ey mentioning " The Tight Car and Cyclecar ” when corresponding with advertisers. An 
READER yon will he working for the cause of the new motoring.
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G. N. HIGGS
Second-hand Bargains.

£175

£130

£88

SINGER COUPE
(a luxurious light car).

CALTHOR'PE, June, 1914 -
(with dicky, nearly new).

BUCKINGHAM TWIN
(nearly new, oversize tyres).

A.C. SOCIABLE, 1912 - £37 10
HILLMAN, 1914 - £150
HUMBERETTE £73

(well equipped).
BUCKINGHAM, 1914 - £75

(single cylinder, w.c., shop-soiled).

REPAIRS.
We hav9 always specialized in repairs' to 
cyclecars and light cars.
We are now undertaking overhauls at fixed 
prices ; for instance:—

COMPLETE OVERHAULS
A.C. (4 cyl.) .
Calcott..........
G.N..................
Hnmberette--
Morgan.........
Quotations for the

0 
10 
10

0 
10

£8
£8
£5

£6
comvMe _____

on mplication.

Perry ... £7 
Singer ... £8 
Standard £8 
Stellite... £8 
Swift ... £7 

overhaul of other makes

0 
10 
10 
10 
10

31, Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria, S.W. i2?v"Xia.

II
HOW TO DRIVE A MOTORCAR

IIWritten and illustrated by the 
Staff of ** The Motor.

A new authoritative work on driving. 
Not a collection of platitudes familiar 
to every motorist—but an original 
work on driving from the expert’s 
point of view, whose advice to 
motorists of all classes will be found 
to be invaluable. How to drive with 
safety and comfort under the most 
difficult conditions. HOWzoDRIVE 

<3 MOTORCAR

The Key to the subtleties of motoring
16 net. Post free, 1\9.

TEMPLE PRESS ,LTD.,
7T5, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.
Wholesale:—E. J. LARBY, 1, Paternoster Avenue, London. E.G. II

BEhP TRE by letting advertisers know that their advertisements
MOVEMEET in " The Light Car and Cyclecar interest yatl.
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A new mascot 
representing 
Lord Kitchener 
which is being 
sold by S e 1 - 
fridge’s. Mlle, 
Gaby Deslys, 
the famous 
Parisienne, 
and a number 
of other well- 
known people 
have fitted this 
device to their 
cars. The 
price is 12s. 6d.

It must be borne in mind that the Home Office 
has issued an order prohibiting the use of powerful 
headlights in the Metropolitan area.

A rumour is going round the Midlands that an ex
perimental A. J. S. cyclecar has been seen on the road 
in which the engine is placed at the rear of the chassis.

Out of the seven directors of the firm of Bleriot no 
fewer than five are serving their country at the Front, 
M. Louis Bleriot having organized one of the Flying 
Divisions.

It is expected amongst Manchester and Birming
ham motorists that the edict regarding headlights in 
the Metropolitan area will be followed by a similar 
regulation in those citiesz

The A.A. has been in communication with the 
Belgian Legation with a view to motorists helping 
in the Belgian Relief Fund, and details of a scheme 
will very shortly be published.

A very smart sporting Stellite was recently seen at 
speed near Daventry, and it seemed to hold the road 
splendidly; it had a beetle back and disc wheels and 
presented a very sporting appearance.

While descending Fish Hill, Broadway, a large 
W’.D. lorry was observed making the climb, and al
though not heavily loaded it showed an astonishing 
turn of speed and was extremely silent.

All the main roads radiating from Birmingham 
are under surveillance, and a patrol of twe police 
constables stop all motorists and examine licences. A 
red light is used at night as a means of challenging.

The quickest route to Birmingham at present is 
via Oxford, for the presence of camps at several 
points on the Coventry road and the unceasing stream 
of motor lorries cause considerable delay to civilian 
road users.

Several light cars are to be seen carrying officers 
about in and around the Midland camps, and mor» 
often than not there are three or four passengers, 
while if there is a dickey seat probably five are 
crowded on somehow or other.
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NOTES. NEWS AND GOSSIP.
Programme of the 1915 Model Rally.

The Cyclecar Club's Autumn Meeting—Signs of a Revival 
of Interest—Descriptions of New Light Cars—Trials of 

Two Interesting Four-Cylinder Machines,
Will the Cycleear Club’s 1915 model rallies bring out 

any of the new six-cylinder light cars ? They should 
be smooth running in the extreme.

Such is habit that passing through Richmond with 
big headlights lit a motorist could not understand the 
request of the police to drive with side lights only 
till the new regulation was brought to his mind.

An A.-C. light car has been ordered for the use of 
Mr. K. E. Don., one of the Avon Rubber Co.’s repre
sentatives, and if it proves satisfactory the other 
representatives will be supplied with similar cars.

Mr. Noble, of A.-C.’s, was recently seen in Oxford 
looking very pleased with the aluminium-bodied sport
ing mo del. he was driving. The reason proved to be 
the annihilation of Arms Hill, Henley, on second gear.

The barrier across the Bath Road at Slough, which 
used to keep several special constables employed in 
stopping motorists, has at last been removed. We 
could never see the slightest use for it, seeing that 
all the by-roads were open.

Returning from Hastings one Sunday evening re
cently, two motorists were challenged by special con
stables in a very sensible fashion, for a stationary red 
light was shown and a white light waved about in the 
road. On the journey to London this was the only 
challenge received.

In the Palmer Tyre showroom windows in Shaftes
bury Avenue, London, is an exhibit,which should in
terest everyone at the present time. It consists of 
the various Palmer tyres and wheels supplied to 
many of the well-known aeroplane manufacturers for 
Government machines.

The London-Oxford road is undergoing thorough 
repair and at Gerrard’s Cross a new foundation is 
being put down consisting-ef large boulders of granite. 
Those parts of the road which have been finished 
are in excellent condition, and just past the Lambert 
Arms, at the foot of Aston Rowant, there is a mag
nificent stretch of perfect road.

There seems to be a regular service of W.D. motor 
lorries between the camps at St. Albans and Red- 
bourne and the Midlands, and one train of six loirjes 
was overtaken and the first lorry passed,_ whereupon 
its driver blew an exhaust whistle as a signal to the 
lorries in front that a car was passing and they im- 
mediately drew over to the left.

Springing which will admit of a speed of 25 m.p.h. 
over a rough road with a glassful of water balanced 
on the bonnet is springing extraordinary, but the de
signer of the Cowey light car offers to give any poten
tial purchaser a trial over the roughest road he can 
select without spilling any of the water. The Cowey 
suspension is, of course, pneumatic.

An Army officer driven by a soldier-chauffeur was 
recently stopped while on an important mission by 
one of the officious police constables one occasionally 
meets.

“ Your cut-out’s open and'the tail light’s out, 
quoth Robert in his best manner.

“ Goes better with the cut-out open,” laconically 
replied the officer.

“ Well, the tail light is out, sir.”
“ Don’t belie-ve in tail lights ; which is the London 

road?” snapped the exasperated officer, and Robert 
could only gasp and point out the way.
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NOTES, NEWS AND GOSSIP (contd.).

Dangerous Town Night Driving.
The police are now compelling motorists to switch 

off their headlights in town, while they are not allowed 
to have any lights at all crossing bridges. What with 
the many miles of iflilighted streets, the unlighted 
cyclists, pedestrians, and carts all over the road, it is 
only a matter of time before a series of bad smashes 
will make the authorities realize that there are dangers 
even greater than those fancied from the Zeppelins. 
We presume motorists will then be told not to use the 
road at night at all, which will be cheerful for people 
living miles away from railway stations who use their 
cars for getting about.

Staff Cars for Sale.
Owing to the war, several members of our staff now 

wish to dispose of their light cars or cyclecars at short 
notice before going to the Front, and in consequence 
the machines are being offered for sale at very low 
prices. A half-page advertisement appears in this 
issue, in which the machines are illustrated, including 
a Morgan, a Buckingham, a G.W.K., and an A.-C. 
light car, the latter delivered since war broke out and 
only run a few miles, which is offered for £155. The 
machines can be seen at our garage, close to the 
offices. Apply at the offices of The Light Cab and 
Cyclecar, Temple Press Ltd., 7-15, Rosebery Avenue, 
London, E.C.

Brighton Road Next Sunday.
Next Sunday the Cyclecar Club have a run to 

Brighton (Grill Room, Albion Hotel), while the Motor 
Cycling Club will also be in force on the famous road, 
for they are holding the annual closing run at the 
Chequers, Horley, for lunch at 1.30 p.ni.

1
I
1

Garage Wanted.
A letter in “ The Motor ” last week revives our sug

gestion for co-operative garage. The writer pointe out 
the dearth of garages in Golder’s Green, that very 
rapidly-expanding north-west suburb of London. The 
co-operative garage idea was that a number of resi
dents owning cars should get together and build one 
from a joint fund, maintaining it by a small quarterly 
levy as found necessary.

.4

New A.S.L. Cyclecar.
One of the latest concerns to make a cyclecar of 

the simplest sort is the A.S.L. Manufacturing Co., of 
Stafford. This concern achieved success as the 
manufacturers of a patent air spring for motor
cycle's. The cyclecar on which it is now concentrat
ing its attention is equipped with a 9 h.p. J.A.P. 
water-cooled engine, the transmission being by pro
peller shaft and worm to a three-speed-and-reverse 
gearbox with inside gate change. The final drive is 
taken by two 11 in. belts running over 12-in. pulleys. 
The price is £135.

j

Police Show a Certain Liveliness—More Week-end Traps.
The A.A. is continually receiving reports, backed 

by strong evidence, that measured distances are 
becoming more numerous in many districts. This is 
also corroborated by the activity of the free legal 
defence department, which is now almost as busy as 
usual. It is reported that on one of the great 
southern main roads four policemen spent the after
noon of Sunday, 4th October, stopping cars “ on 
opinion,” to quote the patrol’s terse phrase. Whilst 
they were so amusing themselves a burglary was com
mitted within a quarter of a mile of their measured 
distance. The question of the resumption of trapping 
over measured distances should receive attention, as 
obviously there is considerable reform needed when 
burglaries can be committed with impunity within a 
quarter of a mile of the main road. This at any time

would call for attention, but in time of war, when 
every able-bodied man is needed either in the Forces 
on active service or at home on the many tasks there 
are to do, it is even more to be deplored. It may be 
asked why so many special constables have been en
rolled if the regular police are able to spend their 
time trapping motorists for a merely technical 
offence. Surely if the men can be spared for such 
work they would, with their physique and training, 
be better spared to enlist as non-coms, in the new 
Armies. Surely it is time that the motoring associa
tions showed up this despicable trapping campaign, 
whereby valuable men are prevented from doing good 
work in running alien enemies to earth, by being 
despatched to trap British motorists for a merely 
technical offence.

Our Buyers Review Number Appears on 30th November, 1914.
Notwithstanding the absence of a Show, everyone 

will be interested to see what the manufacturers are 
doing in next year’s models. Many new cars are now 
reaching completion, and some remarkable changes 
are apparent, the general tendency, however, being 
to increased prices. One well-known concern is pro
ducing a new cyclecar, well built, comfortable, simple, 
and a powerful machine, the price of which will come 
out at well under £100. All these new models, new • 
accessories, etc., will be very fully described and illus
trated in a special number of The Light Car and 
CYCLECAi^to be published on Monday, 30th November. 
This will be the 106th issue of the journal, which, in 
the short time of two years has become* one of the 
most popular motoring journals of the day, and is 
undoubtedly the live and leading organ of a popular 
movement.
The Chief Business Next Year.

In light cars and cyclecara will the motor trade 
centre chiefly next year. What is doing in many 
circles cannot be revealed now’, but apparently every

A14

motor concern will have its light car model shortly, 
ranging in price from £125 to over £300. Not only 
that, but there are several more cycleoars to be pro
duced, and we believe it will not be long before the 
sidecar has some serious rivals, apart from the suc
cessful three-wheelers like the A.-C. and the Morgan. 
All these new models will be described in the special 
Buyers’ Review Number of The Light Car and 
Cyclecar, which, in spite of claims to the contrary, 
it may be relied upon will be the only complete and 
authoritative review of the new motoring movement.

For Those Abroad.
This special number will be particularly interesting 

to motorists abroad, for with it will be combined an 
Export Number, appealing specially to home and Con
tinental colonies where are openings for British trade. 
No doubt many of our readers would like to send a 
copy of this special number to a friend abroad, and 
this we shall be pleased to do if a fee of 3d. in stamps 
be remitted to clover oostaae. ■
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NOTES, NEWS AND GOSSIP (contd.).

Trade is improving according to the Local "Govern
ment Board.

Mr. Allan B. Hill, who has achieved considerable 
success with the Humbe],’ette in the past light car and 
cyclecar trials, has joined the British Red Cross, 
and is now driving a 15-30 h.p. Silent-Knight Argyll 
ambulance.

“ Even when we catch an alien ... we treat 
him much as if he had been guilty of exceeding .the 
speed limit with a motorcar, or some such trifling 
offence,” says “ The Evening News.” Trifling, for
sooth ; this will be very galling to that large section 
of the community, magistrates included, who think 
that penal servitude is the only punishment to fit the 
crime of, say, leaving one’s licence at home !

“ If people would spend their money as freely at 
possible they would help the country enormously,’’ 
says an official of the Gox’ernment, according to “ The 
Evening News.” This is perfectly true, and motorists 
should go on motoring, and so help to keep men 
employed.

In view of the danger from the great darkness of 
London streets and traffic in which the pedestrian is 
at a serious disadvantage from not knowing what 
kind of vehicleis approaching, we suggest an increase 
of exhaust noise, which would serve as an efficient 
warning in place of the driver’s lamps. By this 
method pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers would be 
given warning of the type of vehicle approaching 
them. At present all are using oil lamps, and in the 
darkness it is impossible to see whether they indicate 
the approach of cars, sidecars, vans or cyclists. What 
does the Home Office think of the idea?

Epi?ing
Potters Bar

THE ENVIRONS OF 
LONDON, SHOWING THE 
THREE RALLYING POINTS 
OF THE CYCLECAR CLUB.

/.'Hatfield <

Bell Bar

.WATFOSiaa

niLUWGDGN

Bridge;

A15

Club’s 1915 ModelThe Cyclecar

RlCKMANSWOlOa.^

CO6HAM

..Omfielo

HETSTONE

Rallies. At 2 p.m., the Red Lion, 
November ; at 11Hatfield, 21st

a.m., Burford Bridge, 22nd Novem
ber ; at 3 p.m., Wisley Hut, Ripley 

Road, 22nd November.
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THE ENGINE OF THE 1915 LAGONDA.

The illustrations show how the generator is carried under the bonnet, and the general arrangement of the engine 
• and power unit. For description see next page.

Victor Plans for 1915.
The Victor cyclecar is such a newcomer that any 

radical alterations for 1915 are hardly to be expected. 
Moreover, the Victor is to be produced a la Ford, that 
is, large quantities of one model car, for by that 
method only is it possible to keep the price low and 
at the same time employ good material and work
manship.

The engine is the 8 h.p., V-twin, water-cooled Pre
cision engine, and in this lies the only improvement, 
for roller bearings are now fitted to the big-ends of 
the connecting rods. The engine is mounted on slid
ing plates, so that it can be drawn forward to take 
up any slack in the driving chain.

The transmission to the gearbox is by chain, and 
the final drive is, of course, by belts over large fixed 
pulleys; and we recently saw a pair of belts on which 
6000 miles had been done looking in perfect condition 
and quite unworn.

The channel-steel frame is V-shaped, and the spring
ing is by a single inverted semi-elliptic spring at the 
front and by two inverted semi-elliptic springs on the 
cantilever principle at the rear. Radius rods are 
fitted to both front and rear axles.

The machine is sent put very completely equipped 
with hood and screen, two headlamps and tail lamp, 
large generator, horn, jack, pump and full kit of tools, 
at £115. The sole concessionnaires are The Tyler 
Apparatus Co., Ltd., 15, Gerrard Street, London.
Effect of Motor Tax in America.

We should not be surprised to see the proposed 
United States war tax, if passed, have an important 
effect upon the design of American engines. The tax 
is one dollar per h.p. for manufacturers and 75 cents, 
per h.p. for owners, and as the American engines 
are all generous in horse-power, it will mean that 
manufacturers will pay the same attention as they do 
here to getting high efficiency from low cubic capa
city. Smaller American engines are thus a possi
bility of the future. At present the cyclecars and 
light cars from across the herring pond have, to our 
ideas, ridiculously large engines for the power they 
transmit. A large engine is not so economical as a 
smaller one of high efficiency.

The sole concessionnaires for the Tiny car, which 
was described and illustrated in last week’s issue, 
are the Carette Co., of 177, Gt. Portland Street, 
London, W.
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Illuminated Road Signs for Motorists.
A new “A.A.” departure is the provision of 

illuminated signs for guiding motorists at night-time. 
An illuminated road sign hasi now been fixed over the 
A.A. roadside telephone box at London Colney. 
Coming from Coventry, through the village, the box 
is seen by day at the junction of the forked roads. 
The left road leads to London, while the right road 
is simply a by-road into the village. At night the 
motorist is likely to be misled by the lights from the 
cottages, and takes this by-road, which in the winter 
season may be soft or flooded, and dangerous. This 
illuminated A.A. sign “To London” has been 
erected and will be maintained at the expense of the 
Association. It should remove all danger of 
motorists getting into difficulties at this point when 
driving towards London after dark.

How to Use a Rifle : Second 
Edition Enlarged.

The first edition of this practical little handbook on 
rifle shooting has already been sold out, and a new 
edition is now on sale.

The work of an expert rifle shot, “How to Use a 
Rifle ” is written in the simplest language, and can 
easily be understood by the beginner. The writer 
goes straight to the point, and gives in condensed 
form a great many useful active service hints on rifle 
and revolver shooting.

In addition to this there is a chapter on map-read
ing, and a special new section has been added on flag 
signalling by semaphore and Morse code.

“ How to Use a Rifle,” in conjunction with “Army 
Drill Made Easy,” gives a full outline of the practical 
side of soldiering. They are each published at 6d. 
net, or will be sent post free from the offices of this 
journal, 7-15, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C., at 
7d. each.

At the Front.
The committee of the Motor Cycling Club is 

desirous of obtaining a list of members who are 
serving in any of His Majesty’s Forces in connection 
with the European War. The committee is most 
anxious that the list should be comprehensive and 
complete, and will be grateful for. an early response, 
giving particulars of service, from relatives and 
friends. The address of the secretary is Mr. South
comb May, 34, Gower Place, London, W.C.
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THE 1915 LAGONDA LIGHT CAR.
New Overhead Valve Gear—Detail

So successful has this year’s model of the Lagonda 
light car been that it has been deemed inadvis

able to effect any alterations other than detailed 
improvements.

As far as the chassis is concerned the greatest 
alteration lies in the overhead inlet valve gear. A 
new motion is now fitted by means of which very 
long rocker arms are utilized, thus preventing any 
side thrust being thrown on the valve stems, as the 
thrust is practically vertical.

This also makes the valve gear extremely silent in 
action, and, moreover, the silence is likely to be 
lasting, as, owing to the large ball bearings on which 
the rocker arms are carried, wear and tear should be 
negligible.

The mudguards and running bo.ards have been 
improved, and valances are now fitted to the back 
mudguards, also, thus m.aking the car very much 
cleaner in bad weather. The bonnet is now hinged.

Body Improvements—Better Finish,
Two sets of gear ratios are now available, according 

to the prevailing nature of the country the car will 
have to negotiate, and the gears given are 3.875, 
6.587, and 11.239 to 1 on the high set, or 4.6, 7.82, and 
13.34 to 1 on the low set The gearbox of the 
Lagonda is in a unit with the engine, and is con
trolled by a gate change placed in the centre of the 
car.

The coachwork has been improved by better work
manship and finish, and is quite equal to that on 
large cars costing ten times as much. A better and 
thicker hood material is also employed and greatly 
improves the appearance of the car. The well-known 
coupe, at £150, has been supplemented by an open 
two-seater, with hood and screen, at £145, and also 
by a light delivery van at £150, while in the near 
future a light four-seated model will be offered. The . 
sole concessionnaires are Tollemache and Griffin, 
Ltd., of 195, Hammersmith Road, London, W.

About 40 members and friends turned up at the run 
of the Cyclecar Club to Beaconsfield on Saturday, 10th 
October, and the long line of machines ranged in the 
High Street, near The Chequers, at Uxbridge, waiting 
for the start, attracted a crowd of interested on
lookers. It was almost a miniature show, ranging from 
two tiny Gardens to a luxurious electric self-starter

THE CYCLECAR CLUB’S SUCCESSFUL RUN. 
Eiery Type of Machine Represented.

racing Morgan with the new M.A.G. eight-valved 
engine, which attracted extraordinary attention, as 
may be imagined. Mr. G. L. Holzapfel brought his 
sister down perched precariously on the tail of his 
bright-red Carden, a detail of which was two tail 
lamps, one carried in front and one behind, though 
why we do not know. Mr. Burroughes’s A.'-O. had a

Some new Carden features. Left, the two-speed gear, showing how the lower sprocket is made to engage with the 
engine shaft. Right, the new two-seater which, it will be noticed, is also equipped with an electric-lighting dynamo.

Bianchi, which Mr. McConnell, who was very suc
cessful in competitions this year with a Standard light 
car, w’as driving. The other machines included a 
De P. cyclecar, a De P. light car, a McKenzie light 
car (which Mr. S. C. Westall is now handling), a 
Lagonda, a water-cooled Humberette, a Singer, three 
G.N.’s, Dr. A., M. Low’s Adamson, on which had been 
fitted one of the new Low generators, an A.-C. light 
car, two Calcotts, a Swift, and Mr. McMinnies’s new 

Fallot light outfit, and we noticed the neat way the 
horn was fitted on the top of the bonnet. The run was 
by Iver Heath, Stoke Peges, Farnham Royal, and 
Burnham Beeches, the chief characteristic being the 
dust, which was truly terrible. One could never see 
more than three cars ahead. All the same, Burnham 
Beeches could be admired, for the autumn tints were 
nearly at their best. The party broke up soon after 
tea. cl
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Useful Towing 
Hints.

NOTES AND Selected Questions
QUERIES. and Replies.

IT is sometimes necessary to tow a disabled car, or 
even to be towed oneself if the fates are unpro- 
pitious, and in such a case some hints as to 

driving may be useful, as unless care is taken the 
tow ropes maybe repeatedly broken, or a collision 
between the two cars take -place. In the, first case 
care should be taken to fasten the tow rope to parts 
best suited to take the stress, and the length of the 
rope should generally be about ten or. twelve feet. 
The driver of the vehicle which is towing must en
deavour to start away from rest as smoothly as pos
sible, so that no sudden stress is thrown on the rope, 
and if he is used to starting on second gear he should 
remember that the first gear is there waiting to be 
used. Once under way, the change up to second rhust 
be made as smoothly as is possible, and the change up 
to top also, although it may be found that the-car 
will not take the extra load on top gear at the slow 
speed that is necessary. The speed should, of course, 
be kept down to about 15 m.p.h., and when it is 
necessary to slow up or .stop, it should be done ^s 
gently as possible. A sudden stop is likely to re
sult in a collision. The driver of the towed car must 
use every endeavour to keep the tow rope taut, and 
in descending hills it is well to use the brakes to 

' such an extent that there is still a pull on the tow 
rope. Before starting cff a simple code of signals 
should be arranged between the two drivers.

* « *
It is not usual to be troubled with the 

M.4.GNETO rocker arm of the magneto contact 
TROUBLE, breaker sticking in dry weather, but a 

reader w^hose machine was recently 
transported some distance on board ship experienced 
this trouble when he came to run the vehicle. 
Strangely enough the trouble did not show itself at 
first beyond an occasional misfire, but on stopping the 
engine and trying to start up again some hours later 
the rocker arm stuck right up. At first carburetter 
trouble- was suspected, and this was cleaned out and 
a certain amount of water removed, but even then the 
enginfe would not fire, and on removing a sparking 
plug the trouble was traced to the magneto, as no 
spark could be obtained, and the fault was then 
found. .As this trouble had not occurred before it was 

- deemed inadvisable to ease the bearing of the rocker 
arm, and a thorough drying of the contact breaker 
and a little oil proved to be all that w5re necessary to 
■effect a complete and lasting cure.

*
Wherever there is a bearing there 
should be adequate means for ensuring 
a_supply of lubricant, and this is shown

LUBRICA-
TION

NECESSARY, jjy stiffness of most starting handles. 
Usually there is a small oil hole drilled in the bearing, 
but as ofteii as not this is choked with paint and in
visible. Another part to call for frequent oiling is 
the clutch mechanism, and the rollers should be perio
dically greased. A reader (“ G.T).”) from the Mid
lands was recently so troubled, and so loud was the 
knock produced that at first he suspected a big-end 
bearing of having run, and hurriedly switched the 
engine off. Investigation soon showed where the 
trouble lay, tor on depressing the clutch pedal the 
noise at once ceased, and tw-o minutes with an oilcan 
put everything right once more. On cars fitted with 

b2

exposed gate-change mechanism the gear lever may 
one day exhibit a dislike to passing through the gate, 
and in several cases it is merely a lack of lubricant 
which causes the resistance,

* * ■ *
Most modern engines have -adjustable 
tappets, and a great convenience they 
are, too. However, like everything 
else, they require attention occasion-

ADJUST- 
. ABLE 
TAPPETS.

ally. Recently, while driving in a machine, one of the 
cylinders ceased firing, and, on dismounting, it was 
found that the compression in the erring cylinder had 
gone. A broken valve was suspected, and it'was 
found that there was no clearance between the tappet 
and the exhaust valve. On removing the cap, it was 
seen that the head of the valve had not broken off. 
The tappet then came in for attention, and sure * 
enough it had re-adjusted itself upwards, so that the 
valve could not seat. One would imagine that when 

.-the locking nut became loose the tappet would de-

■

- -

A spring strap, 
introduced 
H. Taylor 

Co., Ltd., 
21a, Store Street, 
W.C., to give ease 
of fastening and 

freedom from 
stretching.

scend through vibration, but such was not the case. 
It is extraordinary how few people spend any time in 
checking the adjustment of the -tappets. With too 
large a clearance, the noise is greatly increased, and 
the power lost is more than one would expect. Not 
only does the valve not lift^ as- high as it ought to, 
thereby throttling the gasps', but the timing is also 
appreciably affected.

» * *
A COMPLAINT comes from “ G.H.T.”

LAMP (Devon) that he cannot keep his rear 
TROUBLES, lamp alight. He has trimmed the wick, 

cleared the air holes and cleaned it 
thoroughly, but without obtaining any better results. 
It is quite possible, however,- that the lamp blows out 
on account of eddy currents at the back of the ma
chine, and it might therefore be placed in a new 
position. The bracket, too, may be somewhat loose, 
and may vibrate more than usual. To test whether 
the position is wrong, the lamp may be put on one of 
the side lamp brackets, and if it burns all right there 
it is fairly safe to assume that eddy currents are at 
the root of the trouble. By the way, should a rear 
lamp refuse to work properly, the near-side lamp may 
be put in its place, and if the off side light shows a red 
beam to the rear the law will be complied with.

Jf
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BAD STARTING—A PROBLEM IN PETROL.
Can Any Reader Suggest a Solution ?

Y usual experience in starting up a four-cylindei’ 
light car has produced a curious phenomenon. 
The procedure is as follows:—Flood the car

buretter, swing the starting handle for a dozen turns, 
take breath, swing the starting handle for another 
dozen turns, again take breath, and then swing it for 
another dozen turns. Then flood again. The next 
swing will produce two or three splutterings, and the 
next lot of swinging after that will set the engine run
ning, but if the carburetter is not opened out immedi
ately it will stop again.

Now, the problem is this.
Why should not the machine fire immediately, see

ing that with the third or fourth swinging I am not 

turning any faster than I was for the first? When 
the motor is finally set running why should it peter 
out when once started, unless the throttle is open ?

My own private idea of the solution is that the first 
three or four dozen swings merely take away the 
petrol from the top of the jet. This petrol, in my 
opinion, is stale from standing overnight, and 
when it is removed the better and fresher spirit comes 
up and succeeds in starting the engine.

As for the engine petering out after once it has 
been set running, I ca,nnot account for this unless it 
is that friction of the oil in the engine and clutch is too 
much for the meagre power of the initial explosions.

MoM.

MR. LIONEL MARTIN TO PRODUCE A LIGHT CAR. 
First Trial of the New Aston-Martin Motor.

IT has been an open secret for some time past that 
Mr. Lionel Martin contemplated putting a light 
car of his own on the market. His idea is to 

produce something which is a really high-class vehicle 
of a semi-sporting character. With his great experi
ence of trials, such qualities as speed, stability, re
liability, and hill-climbing should predominate.

The component factors, of the car, which is to be 
known as the Aston-Martin, are being made by the 
best works in the country, and although the machine 
will not be ready for several months, Mr. Martin is' 
at present testing out the engine, which has been 
specially made for him by the Coventry-Simplex 
people, and he hopes to do 13,000 miles on the ma
chine before putting it before the public.

Mr. Lionel Martin, whose successes during the past 18 months 
have been constantly chronicled in our pages. Next year he 

will be seen at the wheel of a car of his own make.

We were recently privileged to accompany him on 
one of his 100-mile high-speed test runs. The engine, 
which is about 1400 c.c., is at present fitted in a 
comparatively heavy and old type of Italian racing 
car, which it pulls along the road in a really ex
tremely vivacious manner. There are not many 
engines on which one can drive all out for 100 miles 
without their turning a nut, but on this one the motor 
seemed none the worse for its long spin at high pres
sure. It should be noticed that the pressure-fed oil
ing arrangement is undoubtedly a good point, the 
crankshaft being drilled and the supply of oil to the 
big-ends and the main bearings thereby secured. 
It is to this system, and also to- the plentiful water 

jacketing provided round the large valves, that the 
stamina of the engine is mainly due.

The chassis on which the run was taken was only 
a three-speeder, but with this, heavy as it was, the 
engine made light of what hills there are on the Lon
don-Birmingham road. It would take any of them 
at over 40 miles an hour on second. On high gear 
the speedometer, which stopped short at 30, did not 
provide a range to the full road speed of which the 
machine was capable.

The first engine of any particular model is perhaps 
not in every respect a good example to judge the re
mainder by, it being possible for the stardard pro
ductions- to be either better or worse.. This particu
lar engine, however, struck me as being extraordin
arily sweet running, and without a period of vibration 
at all. It is not a “rough” engine to drive, 
as so many modern motors are. The lubrication 
system, the pump water circulation and the auto
matic pump for the petrol all appeared to work satis
factorily, so that when the light car is. built very 
excellent results should be obtamed from it. -

There are some drivers who inspire confidence im
mediately, and there are others who do not. Mr. 
Martin, though a fast driver, certainly comes under 
the former category, and although we did many miles 
rather over the legal limit, there was never a mo
ment when we experienced either danger to ourselves 
or to the public.

A disc wheel Morgan belonging to a Midland driver.
We should imagine that the increased wind area would 

render the steering difficult.
b3
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1
JVery extensive road improvements are being made on ths Basingstoke 

road near Sunningdale. Enormous grinding machines and a small 
tramway have been put down to facilitate the re-making of the surface. Some proniinent members of the Cyclecar Club who are 

Messrs. Bale, Thomas, Carden, Cook anJ

The driver of a Stellite light* car held up by sentries on the road near Coventry.
Oh, for a self

starter !

_________

Two Buckingham cyclecarsA cleverly-designed Morgan cabriolet seen in the streets of London.
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froming the 
. Low.

colours. Their names 
Below, Mr. Vernon Busby.

Some of the members of the newly-formed Acton and District 
M.C. and Cyclecar Club. Dr. A. M. Low, the president of the 

club, can be seen on an A.-C. on the right.

A week-end snap 
near Folkestone.

Part of the new Morgan works at Malvern. They are used as finishing shops for 
body building and painting, the chassis being pushed over from the machine shops.

■ «M

Every week-end there are large crowds of motorists at the Stonebridge 
Hotel, half way between Coventry and Birmingham. The four-seater 

Stellite shown above was noted there the other week-end.long climb in Sunny Spain.
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■ SUMMARIZED RESULTS: 
Distance run—WO miles.
Petrol consumption—38 m.p.g..
Max-imum, speed on top—50 m.p.h.
Minimum speed on-top—6 m.p.h.

\ Involuntary stops—two,- ran out of petrol. 
Acceleration—excellent.

TESTING A MINIATURE •‘FOUR.”
A Long Distance Road Test of the New Dorman-Engined Warren-Lambert.

mand on second gear for hill-climbing, for we had 
taken every hill on the way down on top gear, and 
with plenty of power in reserve.

On the winding and dangerous descent to the har
bour we had cause to try the brakes to the utmost, 
for a large military lorry laden with stores suddenly 
appeared in our path, and the foot brake was requi
sitioned in haste. Lucky for us that it was sure anc 
swift in action.

After lunch we determined to run on to Hastings 
for tea, and in so' doing we struck one of the strangest 
.pieces of road we have ever met. The first few miles 
were indescribably winding, but for no apparent 
reason, and high ‘speed was impossible.

4
4

ITH the knowledge of the brilliant hill-climb
ing feats of the two-cylinder Warren-Lam
bert we naturally looked forward to the 

quality of hill annihilation in the new four-cylinder 
model, and a strenuous day’s run to the south-coast 
supported our forecast.

Leaving London about 11 o’clock one fine Sunday 
morning in October we passed over Vauxhall Bridge 
bound for Folkestone, making a stop at the first 
garage ta fake in a supply of petrol.

On at last, we gradually covered the first few 
miles of tramlines and were devoutly glad to reach 
the main road, where we could open out our mount, 
for it evidently possessed possibilities of speed if 
one might judge from the remarkable, acceleration.

On the Military Road at Rye.
At last a particularly sharp turn at Appledore 

took us across what must have been the Royal Mili
tary Canal, for a road some inches deep in gravel 
eventually led us to a toll-gate, where we paid 6d. and 
received a-ticket bearing the words “R.M. Canal 
War Department Road.” Some miles farther on 
past Rye was another toll-gate, where again 6d. 
was demanded for a similar ticket and, perforce, paid.

The Car is Flexible in Traffic—
Threading the light Sunday-morning traffic had 

soon made us aware of the accelerative powers of 
the four-cylinder Dorman engine, for at any speed 
it was only necessary to. depress the accelerator pedal 
for the engine to pick up at once. This is undoubtedly 
due to the light weight of the Warren-Lambert chas- . 
sis, and it is largely this fine acceleration which makes 
the car so sporting to drive.

, The first hill of note was that leading out of Farn- 
ingham, but-it was annihilated on top gear with a 
healthy burble from , the exhaust rousing the echoes. 
Then on a steep little rise- an American car famed 
for its hill-climbing powers was passed “hands 
down ” and never seen again-.

Steady running, through Wrotham into Maidstone 
ensued, where a halt for some minutes was made while 
a friend took in a supply of petrol and . oil for his 
car. Starting off once more w’e saw a large six-cylin
der limousine disappearing in front of us, and for
getful of speed limits we straightway proceeded to 
put it behind us.

!

—And on the Open Road 
More Than Holds Its Own,

First of all a sidecarist and two cars were passed, 
and then a long sweep up gave us the chance. Nearer 
and nearer we. drew to the limousine, and then, as 
the driver drew over to give us room, we called, for

■ the last ounce of power from the engine and 
swooped by.

Alas, our triumph was short-lived, for a mile or
■ two farther on, when we had established a good half- 

mile lead, the ear with us developed a bad miss, one 
cylinder going out of action altogether. Lifting the

• bonnet, one high-tension wire was. seen hanging, idly 
from the magneto, but by the time the trifling, trouble 
was rectified the big car had disappeared into the 
distance, so we let it go.

We were now content to* tour gently on, and ere 
long we found ourselves nearing-------- , the number
of khaki-clad soldiers about being extraordinary—in
fantry, cavalry, despatch riders, officers and men ; one 
was never out of sight of soldiers all along the road 
from------- to Folkestone.

On the hill up from Hythe we made our first de- 
e6 . -

The neat bonnet clips 
on the new four-cylin
der Warren-Lambert, 
which effectually pre
vent any semblance of 

bonnet rattle.

The road now improved and we ran into Rye, and 
then an abrupt little hill approached by a left-hand 
hairpin bend demanded a drop tO' second gear.

Nearing Hastings we found ourselves on a long 
hill with quite a steep knuckle in the middle, and 
although we should have surmounted it on top gear, 
the usual power and vim seemed lacking,, and a drop 
to second was necessary. Then the explanation came, 
for a few yards from the brow of the hill the engine, 
spluttered and died.

“Run out of petrol!” we shouted as some friends 
shot- by. They then pulled up hastily, and we trans
ferred pe.trol from their tank to ours by means of a 
horn bulb. The hilly roads of Hastings demanded 
more petrol than we thought, however, and not much 
farther on we again ran out, and our friends pushed 
on to the nearest garage to- return with one of the 
welcome tins.

Dropping down into the town, we pulled up for a 
hearty meal, our appfetites sharpened by the frosty 
feeling of the air ; then, having replenished ourselves^ 
we did likewise for the'cars, surrounded by a gaping 
crowd of children who appeared from nowhere in 
particular with astonishing swiftness.

Top Gear Hill-climbing.
The rise out of the town was made on top gear, and 

w© were soon speeding over the moonlit roads, only 
to be pulled up at a level-crossing. Then the train 
thundered by, and we were off once more, meeting 
few people on the road, despite the lovely night.

Just before reaching Tonbridge a red light and a

i
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TESTING A AllNlATVEE “FOUR” (contd.).

white light waving about bade us stop, and we found 
a patrol of special constables, but “ our papers were 
in order ” and we soon proceeded, running through 
the town non-stop and on towards London

So finished a run of close on 200 miles, and it left 
us with a great liking for the sporting little car, for 
with speed and acceleration it was yet quite docile 
and easy to control in the thickest traffic, thanks 
largely to smooth-acHng clutch, good brakes and easy 
gear change. Only the direct steering could we wish

Three-quarter view of the new four-cylinder Warren-Lambert.

US, and we swept onwards.No troubles assailed us, and we swept onwards, 
finding ourselves on Pol Hill ere long and taking it 
in our stride on top gear and at a rousing speed. 
Soon we were past Bromley and nearing London, and 
at last entered on our last stretch of tramlines, which 
at present are in fine condition as the paving has been 
renewed.

The roads were almost deserted, and We kept up 
our high speed without hindrance, easily beating the 
tramcars for acceleration, although they were mostly 
empty and bound for the depot. Our engine was 
running better than ever.

A very interesting low gear test has been recently 
undertaken by the Franklin Automobile Co., m.akers 
of the famous four-cylinder air-cooled car. The time 
taken for the 100 miles was 8 hrs. 54 mins.

* * *
We extract the following from “ Autoniqbile 

Topics,” showing the tremendously specialized 
state of motor manufacturing in the States :

“A man with a foreign accent was hired upon his 
own representation that he was an expert automo
bile machinist. His first job, tending a planer, pro
duced such'disastrous results that he was hastily 
shifted to a drill press, whence, after his third trip 
to the tool crib for more drills, he was haled before 
the local sociological department, in the presence of 
the shop foreman.

altered, but the design of this was experimental only.
One thing in particular pleased us, and that was 

the silence of the machine as a whole, for there were 
no annoying body squeaks and rattles, -there was no 
drumming of the petrol tank, which is situated to the 
front of the dashboard under the bonnet, and the 
bonnet itself is held down by screw clips, which pre
clude any possibility of rattle from this source...

The price of the four-cylinder model is 150 guineas, 
and the makers are the Warren-Lambert Engineering 
Co., Ltd., Aldine Works, Uxbridge Road, Shepherd’s 
Bush, London, W.

“ ‘ I thought you said you were a machinist,’ 
roared the big fellow, clenching and unclenching his 
hands.ft

< {

{(

(I

‘Sure—machinist,’ replied the foreigner.
‘Well, where were you a machinist?
‘By Ford factory.’
‘Yea! Well, what did you do ‘‘by Ford 

Factory ” ? ’
“ ‘ Me, I put in bolt No. 37.’ ”

* * *
Early in October the Senate Sub-Committee of 

Finance at Washington, U.S.A., recommended a war 
tax of $1 per h.p. on automobiles, to be collected 
from the manufacturer, and a tax of 75 cents per h.p., 
to be collected from the owners of the-cars. American 
manufacturers are to protest strongly.

b7
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THOUGHTS AND OPINIONS.
“ Tlw"suggestions of io-day may be ihe realities of to-morrow."

-The

THE 1915 MODERN RALLY.
Well-known Manufacturer Approves the Scheme. Some Suggestions, 

idea of a light car and cyclecar rally is an 
excellent one, provided, of course, that there is no
untoward event in the war. May 1 venture to make 
a few’ suggestions ?

(1) In the first place, the rally should be for the 
trade and confined to 1915 models, which would not 
then be in the hands of the public. It would be mis
leading if ancient models of Mhe older and better- 
established firms were placed for comparison with the 
latest designs, and would convey a wrong impression 
of the present standard of excellence.

(2) The number of ears exhibited by each firm should 
be limited. . A large exhibit would naturally give 
greater prominence, and would be a better advertise
ment. A large stand at Olympia was a better adver
tisement than a small one. But if the rally is held 
near London, it will be very difficult for Midland firms 
to send many cars. Most of their drivers are (or

should be) on Service. This would give an unfair pre
ference to firms in London and the Home Counties.

(3) English weather in November is, to say the least, 
uncertain. There should be some protection for the 
cars, to say nothing of the spectators. Large tents 
would suffice, and the expense would not be great. 
A small entrance fee on each car would cover it.

(4) It might possibly be arranged to hold minor
rallies at other centres, say, at Birmingham, Liver
pool or Manchester, Bristol and Sheffield, but the 
measure of success of the London rally would decide 
this. H. George Morgan,

Malvern. Morgan Motor Co.
[The suggestions made by th© writer of this letter 

will doubtless be considered by the committee of 
the Cyclecar Club. At the same time it must be 
remembered that the rally is not a show, a-nd as 
such would not be supported by the trade.—Ed.]

THE CALL FOR SELF-STARTERS.
Easy Starting on Coil Ignition—Great Opening for Cheap Device to Fit Any 

Standard Car.
JE3 15s., using a second-hand coil. The money has 
saved me 75 years in Purgatory plus seven times Seven 
hours of violent exertion in this world of tears, and it 
has also saved the makers of ths Crouch from reading 
folios ad lib. of copious abuse.

Replying to “M.D.’s” questions as to starting from 
cold, I may say that one recent morning, with frost on 
the ground, the car in a thin wooden shed, and not 
used for 48 hours previously, I flooded the carburetter, 
gave three slow turns of the handle,-just to fill the 
cylinders with gas, then turned on the switch to ac
cumulator, and one more..sZow turn sent her off at 
once. I was using second quality petrol.

With three large headlights—the cost of which is a 
mere trifle as compared with the extra saving in com
fort, cleanliness, and freedom from renewal bills—and 
a lamp controlling switch similar in appearance to the 
one in the accompanying sketch, which’ enables me to 
“ dim the lamps’.’ in a moment, “ M.D.” could leave 
his car with all lights dimmed, so using a mere trifle 
of electric current. ■

The sketch shows (G) a two-cylinder coil, (E) a two- 
cylinder. V-twin engine with two extra sparking plugs 
tapped into the exhaust valve caps, M the magneto 
revolving, of course, at half the engine speed, W a 
hard vulcanite cam jammed on tight to magneto shaft, 
and this cam has two brass wipes or contact spots let 
into its surface, and these are “ earthed ” to the. 
shaft. Two insulated fiat brass springs are fixed on 
to a small bracket bolted to the chassis, and they lie 
on the cam as it revolves. The tips of the springs are 
shod with iron where they rub' over 'the cam contacts. 
The contacts are fixed in a well-retarded position, so 
that a backfire is absolutely impossible, no matter 
how slowly, the engine is turned. S is a T and B., 
switch, which replaces the ordinary" starting switch, 
B is a six-volt accumulator or drv battery, as the. 
case may be.

Evidently I am not the only one who has “ cussed 
some ” at a “ non-starter ” on a cold morning, i.e., 
judging by the several private inquiries I have had 
for particulars of' my coil starter. Any local garage 
mechanic with a few tools and some common sense 
could do the whole job easily in a day’s work.

COIL 2 eyf eNONS
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rhe diagram of connections for starting up on coil 
ignition. See letter from Rfr. H. Burn Murdoch.

very often the coil could be obtained second
hand, the cost would be much reduced. Exclusive of 
batteries or accumulators, which I already had for my 
lamps, the total cost “ all on ’’—and in working order, 
which is a very different thing to “all on”—came to 
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THOUGHTS AND OPINIONS (contd.).
With my Crouch car I have 12 volt by 60 amp. ac

cumulators on the.offside running board in place of 
the tool box, as the only tools I need carry now are 
(1) two spanners, (2) my driving licence, and (3) half 
a crown, in case of eventualities. I connect up to six 
volts either end of battery. The coil (C) is screwed on 
to the back of the petrol tank, so nothing extra shows 
up when driving, and as far as structural alterations 
are concerned there are none, only the mere trifle of 
tapping in the two extra sparking plugs.

I forgot to mention the cost of electric lights. I 
have two such accumulators, 12 volt by 60 amp., which 
cost me Is. 6d. to 2s. to get charged, and my only 
worry is that I do not use them quite quickly enough. 
Provided one is within a few miles of an electric sup
ply I would never think of anything else but electric 
lamps. J. Burn Murdoch.

Cambridge.

Its Appeal to Ladies.
In a recent issue you ask “ Is there a demand for 

a self-starter?” The answer is, undoubtedly. It 
should be so made as to be adaptable to the ordinary 
srnall shaft and bevel-driven car as well as the 
friction and chain-driven machines. I am quite con
vinced that if a good, reliable self-starter were put 
on the market, which could be fitted to existing cars 
and was not prohibitive in price, there would be at 
once an immense sale. Lady drivers and men the 
wrong side of 50 would be probable customers.’ Now 
that the motor trade is slack there is a splendid 
opportunity for manufacturers to give attention to it. 
Presently we shall have all American cars so fitted. 
Why not forestall them? J. E. Norman.

Weston-super-Mare.
What the Farmer Wants.

I see a G.W.K. advertisement in The Light Car 
AND Cyclecar showing a four-seater. I think a light

Shopping on a light car 
in a London suburb. 
The car is a Mercury, 
and is remarkable for 
its extremely efficient 

springing.

Road Conditions in Australia.
At the present time I am running a Perry light 

car, and it gives splendid service ; in fact, I am de
lighted with it. I consider that for its size the en
gine is most efficient, as I have not had a moment’s 
trouble with it, and can go anywhere, also it is a 
very good car that can pass me on the hills.

But there is one thing that I wish English manu
facturers would study—that is our road conditions. 
I have up to the present broken both front springs 
and am now getting stronger ones made.

The springs with which the car is fitted are ideal for 
our town roads, but off them -----! Your average
rider or driver in England has no idea what the road 
conditions are in Australia : five miles from Melbourne 
they are only cart tracks. Any firm who would send 
a representative out here to study our conditions and 
then build a light car accordingly would have an enor
mous market. E. J. Williams.

Brunswick.
[The point that our correspondent raises is interest

ing, and some English manufacturers are giving it 
their attention, providing greater ground clearance, 
also in many cases larger radiators, and stronger 
springs on their Colonial mo-dels.—Ed.]

car built on these lines is what the average farmer is 
looking for, but the price of 175 guineas is too much. 
If a car could be made at from £100 to £130, with 
the simplicity of the G.W.K. and strong, with a body 
suitable for carrying provisions to and from the 
market, although not too highly finished, and to seat 
three at least, I am sure there would be a demand, 
for it. A.B.L.

Alves Forres.
Improving the Running.

I was much interested in the letter of your corre
spondent Mr. P. W. Hill in your issue of 3rd August 
on improved running. I also have a 1913 A.-C. 
sociable which I purchased when at home last year. 
I am very pleased with it, but would like to make 
the improvements Mr. Hill mentions, and would be 
grateful if he would state:

(1) Where Harcourt radiators can be procured?
(2) Approximately the cost of same.
(3) How and where they are fixed.
Johannesburg. G. O. Beveridge.

[The address of the manufacturers of Harcourt
radiators is Messrs. Wyley and Lockhead, Buchanan 
Street, Glasgow, from whom all particulars may be 
obtained.—Ed.]
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First Illustrated Description
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The new Scott dynamotor self-starter.

The Li^Ht Car and Cyclecar

LIGHTING AND STARTING BY ELECTRICITY,
of the New Scott Dynamotor.

The istai'ter that we inspected was fitted to' a 
Lucar, and in this case it was fitted to the side of the 
gearbox and driven by a silent chain at a reduction of 
about I'a' to 1. This machine was only an experimen
tal one, but the engine never failed to start when 
desired. The starter would turn the engine when the 
latter was warm at about 320 to 380 r.p.m.

The power of the machine when working as a motor 
may be gleaned from the fact that, with the engine ' 
switched off, the starter would propel the car at 
quite a good pace on low gear. Of course, it is not 
intended to be worked like this, but it is a clear 
demonstration of the power which the motor is 
capable of giving off. The makers have realized that 
a starter, to be successful, must have more than a 
reserve of power. On wintry mornings, when the 
engine is cold and the oil thick, it requires a motor of 
considerable power to turn the engine round for a 
long enough time for the latter to fire.

The starter has been specially designed for light 
cars and is not a cumbersome, oversized one taken 
from a large car. The price of a machine fitted with 
it will not be greatly increased, as the starter costs , 
only about 30 per cent, more than an ordinary lighting 
dynamo set.

A Self-centring Chain Punch.
Happily chains do not often give trouble, but the 

cyclecar driver who starts on a tour without a chain 
punch and some spare links is rash. A new chain 
punch has been put on the market by Mr. C. Talbert, 
52, Melville Road, Walthamstow, which is self-cen
tring, as when the chain link is looped on to the fork 
the punch is directly opposite the countersink of the

IN the large car world a self-starter, instead of being 
a luxury, has almost become a necessity, and it 

v/ill not be surprising, therefore, if some light cars 
next year are fitted with either electrical or 
mechanical starters.

One of the first people to produce a suitable elec-; 
trical starter for light cars is the Efandem Co., Ltd., 
Fallings Park Works, Wolverhampton, and Tenny
son’s House, Great Portland Street, London, "W. 
Their starter, which is known as the Scott, has 
already been fitted as standard on many of the well- 
known large cars, and has given every satisfaction to 
its many users. It is one of the simplest, and, at the 
same time, one of the most powerful for its size at 
present on the market.

The makers do not wish it to be fitted on private 
owners’ machines, as temporary work such as this is 
never satisfactory. It will, however, be seen, in all 
probability, on ,several of the best-known light'cars 
next year.

It is a compact unit, being cylindrical in form, and 
is bolted direct to the side of the gearbox er fitted 
under the bonnet in "a somewhat similar position to 
that usually assigned to the magneto. It is not only 
a self-starter, but, once the engine is running, it also 
acts as a lighting dynamo. It generates electricity at 
12 volts, and the outfit is sold complete with a 44 
ampere-hour ebonite battery. With the latter, the 
self-starter can be run to a standstill, as it were, with
out damaging the accumulators in the slightest, and 
then, once the engine is started, the dynamo auto
matically recharges them.
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The self-centring 
chain punch in 

action.

chain stud, and the repair can even be made in the 
dark with certainty. The punch is made of solid 
steel bar, case-hardened all over, and is suitable for 
both heavy and light chains of | in. by i in. or j in. 
by j in. dimensions. The price is 2s. 6d.

A motorist who was just about to approach one of 
the barriers on the outskirts of Birmingham suddenly 
discovered that his licence was three days out of 
date, so he turned round before the constable had 
time to challenge him and drove back at full speed.

Mr. Halsall, well known in connection with Wilton, 
light cars, has three brothers actively engaged at the 
Front. One is in the Mechanical Transport and the 
other two are engaged in Red Cross work with 40 
motor ambulances attached to the French staff.

The Low acetylene generator is being put on the 
market by Messrs. Ward and Cuningham, Craven 
House, Kingsway, London, to whom all inquiries 
should be addressed.

0
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MILITARY VALUE OF A .LIGHT. CAR,

SO far as we are aware, a few Swift cyclecars are the only light machines of this particular 
class at the Front. They are, we understand, giving a very good account of them
selves and it is to be hoped that more of this class of car will be ordered by the War 

Office. At the present time, however, the authorities seem to lack confidence in the light 
car. There is no doubt that the cars employed in France and Belgium have to withstand the 
most terribly hard usage, and it is no wonder- that many of them under these strenuous cir
cumstances break down.

Now that the War Office has time to look round and consider alternative methods of transport for 
men and material, it might be worth while for some of the motoring organizations to discover if a light 
car, having proved its reliability, would be of any real value for conveying officers from place-to place 
in the fighting line. Then, if it were admitted that the only preventive to a light car being adopted 
was the fear of a breakdown, the A.-O.U. or Cyelecar Club might organize some test of a tremendously 
severe nature specially for military models, say, for instance, on Dartmoor, or some equally severe 
stretch of country, taking the machines backwards and forwards for several days, on the strict under
standing that the makers of any cars which proved successful would receive a very large War Office 
order. Generally speaking, the light car makers are working short hours, and would be well qualified 

to fulfil any large Government contracts if these came along.
A fast light car might be a useful adjunct to a flying corps, and might be constructed 

- with a special body to take an aero-
? plane engine or spare propellers.
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CROSS - COUNTRY COMMENTS.
Gossip from Brooklands—America and English Light Car Ideals.

NTHUSIASTIC motorists, when in doubt as to 
a suitable week-end haunt, should pay a visit 
to the Heath Club, Weybridge,, the rendezvous 

of many patrons of petrol. Here meet together those 
engaged in the various sports and pastimes indulged 
in at Brooklands track—flying men, pupils, motorists, 
motorcyclists, and others interested in mechanical 
propulsion.

Mrs. Dempster, who presides, is the lady who 
manages the catering so successfully at Brooklands 
paddock, and her place resembles a country house 
more than anything else. The cooking is good, and a 
row of bathrooms and plenty of hot water are all that 
are required to make one comfortable.

* * *
If there is one point in which the average light car 

ought to be improved it is in stability, and it is this 
feature which an event such as the International Race 
would have brought out very strongly. Happily de
signers are studying this much more carefully, and 
on next year’s models the track will be wider and 
the frame much lower. _ Better weight distribution 
and a low centre of gravity will work wonders with a 
light car to secure its adhesion to the road. This will 

benefit the owner in more ways than one. I have been 
on light cars which, when travelling fast, leaped off 
the road in quite an alarming manner, so that it was 
no surprise to me to find that tyres have worn out 
after 3000 or 4000 miles owing to the buzzing of the 
wheels caused by the leaping process. On those cars 
which hold the road yell the tyre wear is very much 
lower, and I have heard of owners who obtained some
thing like 6000 or 7000 miles out of one set of tyres.

Side-by-Side versus Overhead Valves.
There is a “ zip ” in an overhead-valve engine which 

is unnoticed in the side-by-side type. It may be that 
it is a rougher engine to drive than the side by side, 
but the power is there right enough. I think that 
this will be one of the directions in which we shall see 
progress in the future light car design. The over
head-valve motor means more power, greater effi
ciency for the same weight, and hence lower petrol, 
oil and tyre wear. They are not, perhaps, quite as 
silent as the side-by-side type, but doubtless this will 
be attained presently.

I know of one famous maker who next year will be 
putting on a light car which is a miniature repetition

i

1. Gilded Youth: “Never been passed in my life, dear. 
Wonderful machine this.”

2. The cyclecar passes. Gilded Youth: “Good gracious, 
what was that ? ”

3. “Why, it’s one of those beastly little cyclecars. I’ll 
open up on this hill and teach him a lesson.”

A20

4. “The fellow’s accelerating, too, I do believe. Til slow 
down; this dust is so bad for you, my dear.”
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GBOSS-COUNTBT COMMENTS (contd.).

of his this year’s Grand Prix engine. It is built very 
low and fitted with an overhead-valve engine and 
overhead camshaft, the bore and stroke being about 
65 mm. by 110 mm. This machine seems likely to be - 
a light car class on its own, for although the engine 
is larger, the weight will not be much more than the 
present light car, the machine being designed to 
scale 10 or 11 cwt. all on.

“ * *
There has been an increasing movement recently in 

favour of the larger and less-efficient engine, in which 
American practice is typified, as against the small, 
high-speed and very efficient motor that has been so 
far identified with British productions.

It is a well-known fact that the Americans build 
large, spongy engines, and limit their efficiency by 
small valves and carburetters, and I know of one Eng
lish light oar maker who, at the present time, contem
plates doing the same thing.

* *
It will be very interesting to see if the .American 

invasion continues next year. There are signs, I be
lieve, of an all-British boom, in which case the Ameri
can light ears will not stand much of a chance.

It is admitted that they are much cheaper in first 
cost than the British machine, but I do not know 
whether they will last as long. In this connection, I 
know of two similar models, one American and one 
English, which will be on the market side by side next 

Interesting machines at the Cyclecar Club’s autumn run. Top : New bonnet on a Carden, and the latest 
McKenzie light car which was driven by Mr. Westall. Below : A home-made Sociable, and the lighting 

outfit by Low generator and searchlight on an Adamson.
a21

year, and it will be extremely instructive to see how 
each of them stands up' during service, and what each 
model fetches at the end of a year’s running. It will 
also be instructive to compare their petrol consump
tion. _ I expect that the English model, owing to its 
superior workmanship, will be at least 10 miles an 
hour faster than the American, but the latter may be 
a better climber. » * it

I was recommended castor oil for dressing Ferodo 
clutches the other day.

* » *
Tool rolls are, I am afraid, necessary evils. How 

inany times have I seen an impatient motorist undo 
his tool roll, take a hammer or spanner from it, make 
a rapid adjustment, and replace the tools pell-mell in 
their compartment? Nothing is more annoying than 
the trouble caused by inserting tools into the small 
space left for them by the strap. There is certainly 
room, for ingenuity in producing a better method of 
carrying spanners, screwdrivers and other imple
ments. On racing cars I have seen spring clips used, 
and it seems that something on this line would be 
better than the usual leather roll with straps.

» * «■
Are you coming to the 1915 Model Rallies of the 

Cyclecar Club? 'The venue on the 21st November is 
the Red Lion, Hatfield, and on the 22nd Burford ' 
Bridge, near Dorking, and Wisley Hut, on the 
Portsmouth Road.
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THE HORSE-POWER AT THE ROAD WHEELS.
An Accurate Method for Testing—A Simple and Inexpensive Apparatus.

IN a previous issue we described an arrangement 
for testing the engines of light cars by means of 
the generation of electric current which could be 

ineiasured by suitable recording instruments, thus 
giving an approximate indication of the real b.h.p. 
given off to the road wheels. The measure of the power 
beyond this point can only at best be approximate, 
as the losses further on in the transmission system

Diagram showing the simple apparatus described in the 
accompanying article. The letters are referred to in the text.

can only be determined by a series of accurate 
measurements of the sum of the Josses due to belt and 
shaft friction, electric motor losses, and errors in 
readings of volt and amperfe instruments, the whole 
of this measuring apparatus being naturally costly 
and taking up a good deal of valuable shop space.

We will now describe the apparatus used, amongst 
others, by the Royal Agricultural Society, for engine 
testing, where, of course, accurate and not merely ap

proximate or comparative figures are necessary. In 
the system now to be described the load is applied 
directly to the two driving wheels of the car, and the 
results are read off exactly without the necessity for 
making'any approximate allowances for frictional or 
other losses. As the whole of the power given off, at 
these points is wholly converted by friction into 
heat, it is obviously necessary to provide simple and 
ample means for carrying off this heat continuously 
and for regulating the temperature and preventing its 
varying to an extent capable of largely changing 
the coefficient of friction between the wheels and the 
brake surface. As the specific heat of water is the 
maximum, and because water can be used without 
any cost on account of the small quantity required, 
it is used as the medium to control the tempera
ture due to the absorption of work done. Fig. 1 
shows an elevation and Fig. 2 a cross section of the 
friction brakes, one being applied to each of the driv
ing wheels of the car. A is a cast-iron rim of H sec
tion, having four or more internal clip pieces cast 
solid with it; the tyre being deflated, the brake is 
slipped over it, and when the tyre is pumped up again 
the car wheel and the brake are firmly locked 
together, it being, of course, understood that the back 
axle is jacked up sufficiently.

If it is desired to use the same brakes for car wheels 
of widely varying diameters, this can, of course, easily 
be done by having tyre clip pie'ces capable 
of inward or outward radial movement; instead of 
being cast solid with the brake rims. The ropes, 
loading weights and counterbalance spring are arr 
ranged, as shown in the accompanying sketch, in the 
ordinary way, and the heat produced by the friction 
due to the conversion of mechanical work is carried 
off by the water admitted into the trough forming the 
inside of the brake rim.

The water is held in position by centrifugal force, 
and its admission is regulated through the inlet valve 
(D) as shown. It is carried away through the out
let pipe, the mouth of this pipe being capable of 
radial adjustment, so that a thicker or thinner layer 
of water can be planed off as desired, thus giving the 
power of absolutely regulating the rise in tempera
ture due to the absorption of power by friction.

By this simple and inexpensive means absolutely 
correct brake-power measurements can be made.

A Swift light car at Stonehenge. -
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READER you will he working for the cause of the new motoring.

Morgan and other 
cyclecar owners, 
keen on tyre eco
nomy, should read 
this unsolicited 
testimonial to

THE PALMER TYRE, I.IMITED, 
ng, izi, 123, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, 

LONDON, W.C.
J'Phone - - . 1214 Gerrard (four lines). 

’Grams . “Tyricord, Westcent, London." 

T HAVE owned a Morgan Runabout Car 
for just twelve months, and ran it equally 

in Winter and Summer.
Your make of tyre was specially ordered 
to be fitted on all wheels instead of the 
usual Tyres supplied.
My indicator shows the Car to have been 
run 7,100 miles in the year.
Throughout the twelve months I have had 
one puncture only in the back (driving) 
tyre, and as to the two front tyres neither 
have ever once been deflated since 1 had 
them. All my friends are Simply astounded 
to know that they have travelled fully 
7,000 miles, and even the rubber treads 
are not worn down, and scarcely show 
signs of wear at all in the front tyres.
My tyres in use are the finest proof of the 
durability of the Palmer Cord, and a 
photograph of the almost unworn ribs on 
the tread of the front tyres might astonish 
even your good selves.”

Original letter on the .Hie at 
Head Office. Morgan ami other 
cyclecar owners should get the 
book of the Palmer Cord Tyre.
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Light Car COOKED,
Complete with kit of tools, pump. etc.

-------£127--------

THE 9 8 H.P.

'Ifull particulars from Sole Concessionnaires— 

CAXTON ENGINEERING Ltd 
CAXTON HOUSE, WESTMINSTER, S.W

Telephone—Victoria 6700.

The Best Car 
Value in the World 
'pHE New Season’s Saxon—which costs only 

;^io5 complete — is the best two-seater Car 
in the world at anywhere near 
the price. There is more room 
—-more comfort—more power 
and infinitely less running costs 
than with many cars costing 
double the price. A trial run 
will convince you. Arrange 
for one to-day.

DISTRIBUTORS.
London & South of England : L- C. Rawlence & 
Co., 40, Sackyille Street, London, W. North* 
Western District: W. Watson & Co., Renshaw 
Street, Liverpool. North-Eastern Counties : Hull 
City Garage, Ltd-, Beverley Road, Hull. Midland 
Counties: Lowe & Wood, Ltd-, 280, Broad Street, 
Birmingham, Concessionnaires for Ireland : Dublin 
Motor Co., 25, Stephen’s Green, Dublin. Belfast 
Depot; 21, Wellington Place. Concessionnaires 
for Scotland : P. Drummond Kinchin, Royal Ex
change Buildings, Glasgow,
Mannfac’rs ; Sazon Motor Co- Detroit, Mich., U.S.A,

Brief Specification.
Four-cylinder Water-cooled 
Engine, 67 X 102 mm., R.A.C. 
rating 11'1 h.p.. Tax £3 3s. 
Thermo-syphon Cooling, En
closed Valves: Atwater-Kent 
High Tension Synchronised 
Ignition, Vacuum Splash Lu
brication, Two Speeds and 
Reverse, Sliding Gears,Shafl 
Drive, Two-seated Body, 
Hood Screen, all Lamps, 
Generator, Horn, Tools, Jack 
and Pump.

MAGNETO
There still appears to be some doubt as 
to whether British Manufacturers can 
readily obtain large and prompt

SUPPLIES
of magnetos—We definitely state, we 
are in a position to supply one, two, and 
four-cylinder standard models in huge 
quantities within thirty days of order, 
and reasonable quantities from stock. 

SPLITDOfiF ELECTRICAL COMPANY 
6, City Road, Finsbury Square, LONDON, E.C.

Factory: NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

RIGHT OH!
Send for the

NULYTE” Catalogue
Electric
Speci
alities, 

they’re
AU

British.

HANGING LAMPS to hang 
from button of coat, etc. Power
ful lenses, 2/9 and 3/9. LANTERNS 

from 2/9 Io 10/9,

TORCHES. Highly finished in all styles from 3/- 
A}! our goods are made by British Labour 
in our new up« to-date factory in England
All goods post free to your address. Write for free 
Catalogue containing dozens of other specialities to;

The NULYTE Portable Electric Co.,
Dept. M, Black and White Buildings,

DARLINGTON STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON.

HELP THE by letting advertisers know that their advertisements
A24 MOVEMENT in “ The Light Gar and Cyclecar ” interest you.
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VICTOR
Export inquiries to the Manufacturers —

MOTORS, EYNSFORD, KENT.
(Formerly D-E.W- Engineering Co.)

11

I

Low Running Costs.
'T^HE light weight, perfect springing and belt drive of The 

_ “Victor”—The True Cyclecar—insure light tyre and petrol 
bills. It is very easy tohandle,very comfortable to ride in, speedy 
(if you want speed), a grand hill climber, and very moderate in 

A trial run will convince you of its good qualities.
Let us arrange one /or a time and place to suit your convenience.

Sole Concessionnaires for Great Britain and Ireland—
TYLER APPARATUS CO., LTD., 15, Gerrard Street, London, W.

We are open to appoint agents Most of the large Stores in Loncfon and
where not already represented. Provinces supply the Victor ondeferred

payments at 2% extra on purchase price,

price.

The‘‘ 99

A.C.U. 6 Days Trial* 1913 ... ... SILVER MEDAL
A.C.U. Spring Trial ... TWO 1st CLASS CERTIFICATES 
Birmingham M.C.C. One-day Trial
M.C.C. London>EdinbiHrgh Trial

SILVER MEDAL 
GOLD MEDAL

10 h p. 4-cylinderi 
‘Dorman’ Engine, 
£175-10s. complete.

10 h-p. 2-cylinder,
' Blumfield’ Engine,

£150 complete.
FOUR-speed and Reverse Gear Box.

Bevel drive Axle.

J. BAGSHAW & SONS, LTD., BATLEY.
Write now for particulars.

The Victor 
Cyclecar is 
sold complete 
with well-finished 
two -.sealer body, 8 
h.p, water-cooled 
engine* hood, screen, 
lamps* horn* genera* 
tor* tools*

£115
With air-cooled 
engine

I PantasoteI
^leageggaaM (Begistered Trade Mark) SSSKSSSeSS^

*4! Bl
Bitv

(Registered Trade Mark)

For Light Car 
UPHOLSTERY & 
HOOD MATERIAL
Equal in appearance and 
durability to the best leather.

Waterproof—Stainless 
Durable.

Write for Patterns Book—SiSSSSBSSfijS

I WM. E. PECK & CO., I
31, Bartholomew Close, 

LONDON, E.C.

TO THE By mentioning “ The Light Car and Cyclecar ” when corresponding with advertisers, 
READER you will be working for the cause of the new motoring.
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SECOND-HAND
LIGHT CARS, CYCLECARS, 
ACCESSORIES FOR SALE AND

Sundry Advertisements

RATE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS IN THIS SECTION.
SIXTEEN WORDS, 1/- (MINIMUM). 

6d. per eight words after. >
The Rates for Trade Advertisements are 18 words 116, and 1 d. per word 

after. These are designated ‘‘TRADE,” for the guidance of the 
reader. Subject to a discount of 5 per cent, for 13 consecutive 
insertions, 10 per cent- for 26, 15 per cent, for 52. Terms: 
Cash with order, and otherwise net. N.B.—In the interests or 
our readers we shall not hesitate to take proceedings against 
any persons in the trade who succeed in obtaining the insertion'of 
their advertisements as “ Private ” and_shalH£sist^oth^itmo^ 
u£or^he_^ajn7Ten^o^dHaw_cost^ncurre^

DISPLAY ADVERTISEMENTS, ordinary issues. £14-0-0 per page. 
Scale of charges with reduction for series, sent on application.

Copy for, and all matter relating to, advertisements must reach 
the offices first post Wednesday, and should be addressed to THE 
MANAGER, “THE LIGHT CAR AND CYCLECAR,” 7-15, Rosebery 
Avenue, London, E.C., to whom all communications concerning 
advertisements should be sent. If proof of displayed advertisements 
is required, copy should be forwarded in sufficient time to allow of it 
being submitted and returned.

Head Offices7-15, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C- Telephone No. 
5292 Holborn (four lines). Telegrams: “Pressimus, Holb., London.”

Midland Offices:—9 & 10,Burlington Chambers,New St.,Birmingham. 
Telephone No. 2498 Midland. Telegrams:“ Presswork, Birmingham.” 
6, Warwick Row, Coventry. Telephone No. 983, Coventry. Telegrams: 
‘‘ Presswork, Coventry.”

Northern Offices:—196, Deansgate, Manchester, Telephone • Central 
2467. Telegrams : “ Presswork, Manchester.”

LIGHT CARS AND CYCLECARS FOR SALE.
A.C. Sociable, 1912, 1913 engine in absolutely new condition, 
double ignition, hood, screen,* four lamps, front brakes, 
luggage carrier, fans, spares, £40, trial run at Gerrard’s Cross, 
Bucks. Simon, 11 Maddox Street, W. Telephone, No. 287 
Mayfair. 102-168
A.-C. Sociable, 1912, hood, screens, lamps, all accessories, 
tyres nearly new, excellent condition, B. and B. carburetter, 
£42; trial by appointment. 11. S., 30 Clifton Road, South 
Norwood, S.E. . 100-f316
A.-C. Sociable, 1912, with hood, screen, side aprons, luggage 
carrier, speedometer, lamps, non-skid rear, fans, spares, in 
good condition, recently overhauled and new tyres fitted, 
fully insured to March, 1915, £35 cash. Grant, 39 King 
Edward Eoad, Romford, E. 100-f339
A.-C. Sociable, 1913, splendid condition, front brakes, hood, 
screen, lamps, side curtains, any trial, all accessories, £55. 
Hibbs, 163 Wellmeadow Road, Catford, S.E. 100-f364
A.-C. Sociable, 1913, in good condition, hood, screen, and oil 
lamps, £46. 29 Broadway Bexley Heath. Trade lOO-glO 
A.-C. Sociable de luxe, 19124, new tyres, speedometer, front 
brakes, hood, serpen, etc., and all spares, perfect condition, 
used under 5000 miles, £30, no offers. Heath Lodge, Har- 
penden Road, St. Albans. 100-1'361
A.-C. light car, latest model, 10 and 12 h.p., for immediate 
delivery from stock, demonstration cars always available. Ap
ply, Mitchell’s Garage (authorized London agents), 114 War- 
dour Street, W. ■ Trade zzz-177
A.-C.s from stock, on deferred terms; write for Buyers’ Guide. 
Harrods, Ltd., Brompton Road, S.W. Trade zzz-615
A.-C. 10 h.p. light car, new, not run 50-miles, being disposed 
of owing to war, complete with horn, lamps, spare wheel, 
tools, spare parts, £159. Can be seen at Acton or in Central 
Tjondon, and trial given any time, appointment. Box No. 
4206, care of “ The Light Car and Cyclecar.” zzz-357

LIGHT CARS AND CYCLECARS FOR SALE 
(continuedJ. ,

A.-C. light cars and Sociables, best for Devon, fronr £95 
■ 16s. 6d., complete; on view. Moon Bros., Sole'Devon Agents,* 
Duke Street, Plymouth. Trade 100-b352
A.-C., latest model, 10 h.p., deposit £35 secures, balance 12 
monthly payments £11 19s. 2d. Other terms Considered.

'Exchanges entertained. Service Co., 292 High Holborn.
Trade zzz-338

ALLDAYS hlidget, 1914, brand new, four-cylinder model, 
list £175, accept £145. P. J. Evans, John Bright Street, 
Birmingham. Trade 100-359
AUTOCRAT, the prettiest little car on the road; don’t fail to 
see it; early delivery. T. G. Hall, Barton Street, Gloucester.

Trade zzz-84S
AUTOCR.4T. Have you seen it? If not, give us a call. We 
are agents for the Northumberland and Durham ; latest models 
on view; 160 guineas. E.G.S. Co., Pudding Chase, Newcastle- 
on-Tyne. Trade zzz-844
AVIETTES, 1915 models, now in stock, all types fitted with 
two and three-speed gearboxes and cone clutches, 4 h.p. 
monocar, £60.
AVIETTES, 6 h.p., single-seater, £75; two-seater, £80.
AVIETTES, 8 h.p., air-cooled, £87 10s.; 8 h.p. water-cooled, 
complete, two-seater, hood, screen, lamps, tools, 95 guineas. 
Hurlin and Co., Ltd., 295 Mare Street, Hackney. Trade 100-362 
BUCKINGHAM cyclecar, single-cylinder, water-cooled, just 
overhauled by makers, Charlesworth body, perfect condition, 
finished light buff, recently revarnished, upholstered green 
leather, with hood, side curtains, windscreen, two acetylene 
headlights and generator, tail lamp, horn, speedometer, jack, 
tools, spares, etc., could send photograph, £65. Box No. 4205, 
care of “ The Light Car and Cyclecar,” Coventry. zzz-167 
BUCKINGHAM, 1914, 10-12 h.p., two-speed and reverse, 
hood, screen, Stepney wheel complete, tools, two acetylene 
side lamps, generator, tail lamp, 650 by 65 tyres, new last 
July, run about 500 miles, £90. Below.
BUCKINGHAM, 1914, 10-12 h.p., two-cylinder, water-cooled 
sporting model, with special racing engine, guaranteed 
65 m.p.h., two-seater, speedometer, three lamps, Reliance 
mechanical horn, tools, etc., 700 by 80 tyres, cost £150, £115. 
Cass’s Motor Mart, The Car and Cyclecar Specialists, 5 
Warren Street, Euston Road, W. ’Phone, Museum 623.

Trade 100-377
CALCOT-TS, from stock, on deferred terras; write for Buyers’ 
Guide. Harrods, Ltd., Brompton Road, S.W. Trade zzz-617 
CALCOTT 1915 models, now ready, in stock, immediate de
livery, £185; if with dynamo lighting set, £15 extra; trade 
•supplied; we are Calcott experts and specially authorized 
agents. Wilkins,■ Simpson and Co., 11 Hammersmith Road, 
London. Trade 100-f329
CALCOTT 1915 model, fitted with dickey seat, £189 10s., in 
stock, immediate delivery; we are now booking orders, for 
these famous cars; tuition and delivery free. Wilkins, Simp
son and Co., 11 Hammersmith Road, London. Trade 100-f330 
CALCOTT 1914 light car, 10.5 h.p., quite new, but slightly 
showroom soiled, to be cleared at special price. Wilkins, 
Simpson and Co., 11 Hammersmith Road, London.

Trade 100-f331
CALCOTT, 1915 pattern, embodying latest radiator and mud
guards, etc., finished pearl-grey, electric lighting set, dickey 
seat from stock. Robinson’s Green Street, Cambridge.

’ Trade 100-357
CALCOTT cars. Watkins and Doncaster, Ltd., The Hall, 
95 Great Portland Street, authorized retail and sole whole
sole agents for London and the Home Counties. Telephone, 
6565-6 Mayfair. Trade zzz-345
CALTHORPE Minor light cars, a few shop-soiled models to 
be cleared at end-of-season prices, send for particulars. Sole 
London agent, R. D.. Storey, 118 Gt. Portland Street, W.

Trade 111-116
CALTHORPE Minor coupe, 1914, electric lamps, mirror, 
clock, etc., not done 100 miles, cost £212, must clear, I'W 
guineas. Julian, Broad Street, Reading. Biggest dealer in 
the south; 43 years reputation. Trade zzz-250

AaG HELP THE by letting adveriisers know that their advertisements
MOFEMEET in “ The Light Car and Cyelecar ” interest yon.
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LIGHT CARS AND CYCLECARS FOR SALE 
(continued),

CALTHORPE Minor, 10 h.p., 1914 model, hood, screen, five 
lamps, speedometer, £120. Beer, Blenheim Mansions, Broad
way, Westminster. 100-f335
CALTHORPE Minor, two-seater, slightly shop-soiled, for 
cash or exchange, s-end particulars. Halifax, Motor Ex
change, Westgate, Halifax. Trade 102-f342
OALTHORPB Minors. Send for oataloguei of the 1915 
models; light delivery vans, 160 guineas; two-seater, 
170 guineas; two-eeater and dickey, 180 guineas; four-seater, 
190 guineas; doctor’s coupe, 200 guineas; having contracted 
for 200 of these.popular light cars guarantee earliest possible 
delivery; sole selling agent for London, Kent, Surrey, and 
Sussex; a few sub agents required. R. D. Storey, 118 Great , 
Portland Street, W. Trade 111-115
CALTHORPE Minor, 1914, brand new, list £168, shop-soiled, 
bargain, accept £145. P. J. Evans, John Bright Street, Bir
mingham. . Trade 100-361
CARDEN, 1913, November, 3J h.p. Precision engine, 
Albion clutch, chain drive, lamps, tools, horn, splendid order, 
£38. Lofting, 300 Earlsfield i^ad, S.W. 100-f334
CARDEN, 1913, 4 h.p. J.A.P., 85^ by 85, two acetylene head
lamps, generator, tail lamp, tools, etc., just repainted stone 
grey, with black wings and. wheels, etc., £36. Cass’s, The 
Car and Cyclecar Specialists, 5 Warren Street, Euston Road, 
W. ’Phone, Museum 623. Trade 100-378
CHOTA, 6-8 h.p. Buckingham engine, two speeds, leather

. cone clutch, screen, hood, etc., almost new, any trial, £50. 
Care of Offord’s, 67 George Street, Portman Square, W.

Trade zzz-341 ’
CROUCH carette, 1914, three-seater, two-cylinder, complete, 
only done 600 miles, bargain, £90. R. D. Storey, 118 Great 
Portland Street, W. Trade 100-351
DAY-LEEDS 10 h.p. light car, with Rotax lighting set, quite 
new, £155, rare bargain. Alfred Wastnage, Portland Court 
Garage, Gt. Portland Street, London. Trade. 101-e758
DEEMSTER, early 1914, four-cylinder, three-speed, reverse, 
hood, screen, lamps, spare wheel and accessories, purchased 
in June last; owner having gone to the war will sell cheap. 
J. A. Parsons, solicitor, King’s Lynn. 101-f321

‘DE P., 10 h.p., complete equipment, just arrived 130 guineas. 
Cash, exchanges or extended payments. Service Co., 292 High 
Holborn. Trade zzz-339
DUO, 1913, hood, screen, five tyres, in splendid order, fast,* 
45 miles per gallon, 49 guineas or offer. 51 Petherton Road, 
Highbury, N. Telephone, Holborn 550. 100-f 14
G.N., Ltd., have in stock the following cyclecars:—
G.N., 1914, standard G.P. type, fitted three-speed, red, black 
wing, new, £110.
G.N., 1914, as above, grey with dark grey lines, new, £140. 
G.N., 1914, sporting type, red, bulb back, staggered seat, 
long scuttle, three-speed, new, £114.
G.N., 1914, standard G.P. type, three-speed, red, shop- 
soiled, £95.
G.N., 1914, monocar, 750 c.c., second-hand, £60.
G.N., 1913, G.P. racer, spetsal aluminium body, speedo
meter, tyres good, second-hand, £75.
G.N. spares. To a-yoid delay, agents and others should apply 
direct to makers. G.N., Ltd., Etna Works, Bell Lane, Hen
don, who have all parts in stock. Trade 100-307
GORDON, 1914, water-cooled, complete with hood, screen, 
lamps, detachable spare wheel, actual Six Days Trial car, 
£100; two air-cooled models, £80 and £75, all in perfect 
order; the cars that do 53.98 m.p.h. Gordon Armstrong, 
Beverley. Trad© zzz-232
G.W.K., 1914, perfect condition, run 3000 miles, engine 
recently completely overhauled by makers, new discs, tyres 
almost unpunctured, has done 48 m.p.g., and won gold medal 
in reliability trial, whole in perfect condition, two spare tubes, 
tools, spare cam, chain, etc., owner ordered abroad, must sell, 
£115. Box No. 4114, care of “ The Light Car and Cyclecar.” 

zzz-21

LIGHT CARS AND CYCLECARS FOR SALE 
{continued).

G.W.K.s from stock, on deferred terms; -write for Buyers’ 
Guide. Harrods, Ltd., Brompton Road, S.W. Trade zzz-614 
G.W.K., 1914, standard model, slightly shop-soiled, list price 
LIhO, -n'ill accept £140. Ward and McIntyre, G.W.K. 
Agents, 19 High Street, Kingston-on-Thames. Trade zzz-774 
G.W.K., 1913, September, painted grey, P. and H. head
light, oil side and tail lamps, all tyres as new, spare tubes, 
latest type back axle, etc., not done 3000 miles, complete as 
new, 97 guineas, best bargain in England. Julian, Broad 
Street, Reading, biggest dealer in the South. 43 years 
reputation. , Trade zzz-li9
G.W.K. light cars, always in stock for immediate delivery.

i- Stewart and Ardern,.18 Woodstock Street (off Oxford Street), 
Bond Street, London, W. Trade lll-f37
G.W.K., 1913 model, 8 h.p., all accessories, new' oversize 
tyres on back wheels, engine 
going abroad. C. B. Bell, : 
London, S.E.
G.W.K., two-seater, new,

Halifax.

I recently overhauled, £80, owner 
16- Brakespears Road, Brackley, 

100-e995
- , - , £150; also demonstration car,

£125, exchange liberally considered. Collier’s Motories, 
Halifax. Trade 102-f343
G.W.K. Cass’s can supply for cash, or deferred payments, . 
or arrange exchanges on G.W.K. four-seaters, £175; de luxe, 
with dickey seat, 155 guineas; de luxe, 150 guineas; vans, 
£155 Cass’s, The Car and Light Car Specialists, 5 Warren 
Street, Euston Road, W. ’Phone, Museum 623. Trade 100-371 
G.W.K., 8 h.p., 1913, two-cylinder, four-speed and reverse, 
fitted four electric lamps, three accumulator and switchboard, 
Rushmore headlamp and separate generator, Stepney -wheel, 
hood, screen and side curtains, speedometer and clock, painted 
white, upholstered red, £97 Ite. Cass’s, The Light Car and 
Cyolecar Specialists, 5 Warren .Street, Euston Road, W. 
’Phone, Museum 623. Trade 100-372
G.W.K., 1913, October, just beenirebushed and thoroughly 
overhauled, all tyres as new, Stepney wheel, head and tail 
lamps, spares, whole in perfect condition, £100 or near offer. 
Youngs, 28 Kidmo-re Road, Caversham, Reading. 100-f372 
G.W.K., 1912, two-cylinder, water-cooled, excellent con
dition, five lamps, horn, etc., £85. Redfield Garage, Earl’s 
Court. Trade 100-f375
HILLMAN 9 h.p. light cars, actually in stock. Apply, Ward 
and McIntyre, Sole West Surrey Agents, 19 High Street, 
Kingston-on-Thames. Trade zzz-773
HILLMAN, new June, run 2300 miles, cost wdth extras 
£215, price £160, 'leaving on service, t-wo weeks inspection, 
London or near. Box No. 4342, care of “ The Light Car and 
Cyclecar.” 100-f3SO
HILLMAN, 9 h.p., 1914, guaranteed new but shop-soiled, 
£180, complete. Smith and Francis, 22 Panton Street, Hay
market. Trade 100-355
HUMBERETTES. from stock, on deferred terms; write for 
IBuyers’ Guide. Harrods Ltd., Brompton Road, S.W.

Trade zzz 611 
HUMBEEETTE, 1913, air-cooled, with improvements, 
dickey seat for two children, thorough order, Stepney, clock, 
speedometer, and all accessories, trial given, £63. Rector, 
Whittington, Oswestry. 100-f8
HUMBERETTE, 1913, air-cooled, excellent condition 
throughout, owner gone to the front, price £80, open to offer. 
Pliiilips, 1 Fitzgeorge Avenue, West Kensington, London.

101-368 
HHAIBERETTE, 1914, water-cooled, hood, screen, lamps, 
Stepney, tools, etc., new condition, unpunctured, £110 or near 
offer. 138 BrudeneU Road, Upper Tooting, S.W. 100-f337 
HUMBERETTE, 1913, 8 h.p., air-cooled, complete all acces
sories, just repainted and overhauled, £75. P. J. Evans, 
John Bright Street, Birmingham. Trade 100-358
HUilBERETTE, 1914, water-cooled, electric lamps, lazge 
acetylene headlight dickey seat, Stepney wheel, extra air 
inlet, speedometer, clock, not done 2000 miles, cost over £160, 
must sell, 100 guineas. Julian, Broad Street, Reading. Big
gest dealer in the South. 43 years reputation.

Trade zzz-347

TO THE By mentioning “ The Light Car and Cyclecar ” when corresponding with advertisers, Azy 
READER you will be working for the cause of the new motoring.
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LIGHT CARS AND CYCLECARS FOR SALE 
( continued).

HUMBERETTE, latest 1914 water-cooled, complete, as per 
catalogue and guarantee, used for few trial runs only, offers 
wanted. Lankester, 39 Eden Street, Kingston-on-Thames.

Trade 101-336 
HUMBERETTE, 1913, complete with hood, screen, lamp, 
SJepney and tyre, just thoroughly overhauled and in perfect 
condition throughout, £65. W. J. Coe, Crown Street, 
Ipswich. Trade 102-342
HURLINCARS. 10 h.p., 60 by 100, Ballot engine, multiple- 
diec clutch, splendid chassis, finished equal to best cars, £190, 
complete.
HURLINOARS. Two-seater, leather upholstery, hood, 
screen, five lamps, spare Sankey wheel and tyre, £190.
HURLINCAES also fitted with dynamo lighting equipment 
and including tools, jack, pump, hood, screen, spare wheel 
and cover, ready for anywhere, 200 guineas, wnth dickey seat. 
HURLINCAES. Immediate deliveries. Hurlin and Co., 
Ltd., 295 Mare Street Hackney. Tel., Dalston 2989.

Trade 100-365 
LAGONDA, 11 h.p., coupe, detachable w’heels, fully equipped, 
£150; also one demonstration model, many extras, £127 10s. 
Taylor, Ltd., 21a Store Street, W.C. Trade zzz-919
LAGONDA, two-seaters, £150, £145; demonstration car, 
£122 10s., cash or exchange, any trial here. Motor Ex
change, Westgate, Halifax. Trade 102-f344
LAGONDA, 1914, 10 h.p., fourtcylinder, three-speed and re
verse, gate change, fitted with coupe body, painted green and 
upholstered to match, five quick-detachable wheels and tyres, 
five lamps and generator, clock and mirror, in excellent condi
tion, the very thing for the winter, £115. Cass’s, The Car 
and Light Car Specialists, 5 Warren Street, Euston Road, W. 
’Phone, Museum 623. Trade 100-373
LA PONETTE, 7 h.p., single-cylinder, two-seater, water 
cooled, shaft driven, magneto, two speeds, P. and H. head
lamps, clock, speedometer, plenty spares, two spare covers, 
two spare tubes, 45 m.p.g., 35 m.p.h., in perfect order and 
very reliable, lowest £45 cash. G. Smith, Gilletts, Balcombe, 
Sussex. . . 100-f313
MORGAN Grand Prix monocar, 90 bore, air-cooled twin 
J. A.P. engine, all tyres in. splendid condition, 700 by 80 
covers, painted white and black, guaranteed to lap Brooklands 
at 50 m.p.h., two headlamps and generator, offers. Bok 
No. 4204, care of “ The Light Car and Cyclecar.” zaz-166 
MORGAN, 1913, Model de Luxe, painted green, thoroughly 
overhauled this year by makers, acetylene lamps, speedometer, 
watch. Sinks carburetter, spare tyre and tubes, excellent con
dition, £75. Davies, Western Road, West Hagley, Stour
bridge. 100-f325
MORGANS, sporting type and Grand Prix, slightly shop- 
soiled, cash offers or exchanges W’anted. Collier’s Motories, 
Westgate, Halifax. Trade 102-f345
MORGAN, 1914,^ sporting model, grey, cost £107, large tyres, 
speedometer, hood, sc»s«n, good climber, speedy, £65 lowest, 
bargain. Letters, 75 Aisthorpe Road, Woodseats, Sheffield.

100-f346 
MORGAN, standard, in new condition, June, 1913, 8 h.p. 
J.A.P.', hood, screen, upholstered back, three lamps, horn, 
all new car tyres fitted, cost £102, exceptional bargain, £75._ 
Ginger Motors, Banbury. . Trade 100-f348
MORGAN, 1914,‘ Grand Prix, 8 h.p. J.A.P., w’ater-coolqd, 
speedometer, hood, screen, lamps,- etc., 3 in. tyres all round, 
painted yellow, done 2000, beautitul condition, £90 lowest. 
35 Rostrevor Road, Fulham, London, S.W. 100-1363
MORGAN, Grand Prix, cost with extras £112 two months 
ago, 85 guineas. A. L. Pitts, Evesham Street, Bedditch.

. Trade 100-f3563
MORGANS. Potter, Leeds, has Grand Prix, 1915 model, in 
stock, inquiry and inspection invited. Trade 100-f369
MORGANS. Petter, Leeds, has 1915 sporting model in 
stock, ready for the road, inquiry and inspection invited.

Trade 100-1370 
MORGANS. Potter, Leicester Grove, Blackman Lane, 
Leeds (Tel. 4046), can supply any mode.l at once, inspection 
invited. Trade 100-f371

LIGHT CARS AND CYCLECARS FOR SALE 
( continued),

MORGAN, 1914, sporting, perfect condition, every accessory, 
cost £113, £82. Karck, 40 Adelaide Road, London, N.W.

1004359 
MORGAN, 1913 (September), de luxe body, hood, screen, 
speedometer, Lucas headlamps, tail light and generator, horn, , 
jack, tools and numerous spares, splendid order, £68. Elea 
and Co., 15 Bishopsgate Avenue, Camomile Street, London, 
B.C. Trade, 100-343
MORRIS-OXFORD. For quick deliveries write to H. W. 
Cranham, Wholesale and Retail Agent, jl21 Deansgate, Man
chester, Trade 112-583
MORRIS-OXFORD, sole agents for Surrey and parts of 
Sussex and Hampshire, the quality light car, best delivery 
dates, free tuition, etc. The Haslemere Motor Co., Ltd., _ 
Haslemere. ’Phone, 43. Trade zzz-261
MORRIS-OXFORD light cars, always in stock for immediate 
delivery. Stewart and Ardern, 18 Woodstock Street (off 
Oxford Street), London, W. Trade lll-f36
MORRIS-OXFORD "'light cars. End of season special 
bargains.
MORRIS-OXFORD, 10 h.p. standard model cars, brand new, 
fully equipped and guaranteed, as per catalogue, usually sold 
at £11K), without spare tyre, now reduced to £165 with 
spare tyre; we have only ten of these left and must clear, 
first cheque secures.
MORRIS-OXFORD, one only, second-hand de luxe model, 
car painted grey, fully equipped, used a few times for de
monstration, special price to clear, £170, tyres almost as new, 
MORRIS-OXFORD, one only, slightly used, four-seater car, 
painted dark green, fully equipped, including one-man hood, 
Auster screen, all lamps, fifth wheel and tyre, wheelbase 8 ft. 
6 ins., track 3 ft. 9 ins., to be sold after being used for ex
perimental purposes for £225.
MORRIS-OXFORD, one only, delivery van, with canvas de
tachable top, listed complete at 190 guineas only, used by » 
us for a few demonstrations, in shop grey paint, complete with ' 
all lamps; tools, fifth wheel and tyre, etc., £185.
MORRIS-OXFORD, one only, cabriolet-coupe model, with 
three-quarter windows, painted white, nickel finish, actual 
London-Edinburgh-London car which gained special cup 
award, body specially finished, list price £285, what offers? 
MORRIS-OXFORD, one only, small delivery van on standard 
model chassis, painted green, fully equipped, only been used 
on our works, list price £210, what offers? These offers can 
never be repeated. . Apply at once to the manufacturers, 
W. R. M. Alotors. Ltd., The Cowley Motor Works, Cowley, 
near Oxford. Telephone, 590 Oxford. Telegrams, “ Voitur- 
ette, Cowley-Oxon.’ Trade 100-319
MORRIS-OXFORD, 1914 model, coupe de luxe, built specially 
to connoisseur’s requirements, C.A.V. electric lighting outfit, 
three-seater, in perfect order, only used for town work, ideal 
for doctor, can be seen in London, and trial run given at any 
time. Box 4343, care of “The Light Car and Cyclecar.”

zzz-353 
MORRIS-OXFORD de luxe, new June, 1914, special fittings; 
luggage platform, dickey seat, valances, side curtains, speedo
meter, clock, electric horn, dashboard light, inside outside 
mats, petro‘1 carrier, spares, just overhauled, revarnished, 
under 4000 miles, better than new, cost £230, accept £175, 
ordered abroad. Harrison, 54 Howitt Road, Belsize Park.

100-f373 
PERRY, 1915, four-cylinder, 11.9 h.p., Lucas electric lighting 
set, 200 guineas, immediate delivery, cash or easy terms. 
Campion Depot, Moor, Sheffield. Trade 139-68S
PERRY, 1914, brand new, latest model, shop-soiled, list 
£147, accept £130. P. J. Evans, John Bright Street, Bir
mingham. Trade 100-360
PERRY light car^, trial runs arranged; also Humberette, 
Morgan, and Marlborough. , Turpins, 22 and 29 Preston 
Road, Brighton. Trade 125-f356
PERRY, 9 h.p., two-seater, hood and screen, side and tail 
lamps, spare wheel and tyre, new June, 1914, used for demon
stration purposes only and in perfect order, any trial, price 
£126. Box No. 4344, care of “ The Light Car and Cyclecar.” 

Trade 102-344
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LIGHT CARS AND C^CLECARS FOR SALE 
{continued}.

PERRY, 1915, delivery next week of 11.9 four-cylinder model, 
with electric lighting set and dickey seat, price 205 guineas. 
Julian, Broad Street, Reading. Biggest dealer in the South. 
43 years reputation. Trade zzz-345
PERRY, complete with lamps, horn, spare wheel and tyre, 
brand new, shop-soiled only, list price £147, accept 125 
guineas for a quick sale. Julian, 84 Broad Street, Reading. 
Biggest dealer in the South. 43 years reputation.

Trade zzz-348 
PEUGEOT, 6 h.p., four-cylinder, two-seater, complete, 1913, 
in splendid order, bargaui, £70. R. D. Storey, 118 Great 
Portland Street, W. Trade 100-352
RANGER, 1914, fully equipped just delivered, £23 down, 12 
monthly payments of £7 17s. 2d. Service Co., 292 High Hol- 
born. Trade zzz-340
SABELLA, latest cyclecar, 8-10 J.A.P., water-cooled, Bosch, 
hood, screen, lamps nearly new, greatest bargain, £45. 1
Ebner Street, Wandsworth. Trade 100-f295
SABELLA cyclecar, 8-10 J.A.P., Binks carburetter, Bosch, 
variable gears, hood, screen, etc., fine condition, seen by 
appointment, £34, near offer, sell engine as separate unit, or 
good motorcycle as part exchange. Clapham, King George 
Street, Greenwich. 100-f357
SAXON ! SAXON ■ 1 SAXON !!! The super-excellent light 
car, 10 h.p., four-cylinder, two-seater, complete, 100 guineas. 
Communicate with the pioneer agents. Western Motor Works, 
Chislehurst, Kent. _ 103-354
SINGERS, from stock, on deferred terms; write for Buyers’ 
Guide. Harrods, Ltd., Erompton Road, S.W. Trade zzz-512 
SINGERS, Singers, immediate delivery, tuition, etc., free, 
through the Sole Kentish Agents, Wm. Rootes, 110 Week 
Street, Maidstone, and Hawkhurst. Trade 100-1422
SINGER, 1914, 10 h.p., dynamo lighting, electric horn, 
speedometer, dickey seat, complete equipment, all absolutely 
perfect condition, £155. 214 St. Margaret’s Road, Twicken
ham. 100-170
SINGER light car, 1914, dynamo lighting set, run 1500 miles, 

, in perfect condition, price £145. Harold Petty, 32 King 
Street, Leicester. Trade 100-235
SINGER, with dynamo lighting set, £204 15s. Julian, Broad 
Street, Reading. Biggest dealer in the South; 43 years repu
tation. Trade zzz-335
SINGER, light car, 10 h.p., late 1913, speedometer, C.A.V. 
dynamo, lighting set, fully equipped, fine order, accept, £130. 
77 Tower Ramparts, Ipswich. Trad© 100-f357
SINGER, 10 h.p., new hlarch, 1914, in perfect tune, fully 
equipped, Rotax lighting, £135 or offer; owner to the States. 
Address H. Taylor, 7 St. James’s Place, S.W. ’Phone, 4485 
Mayfair. 100-337
SIRRON, 1914, 10 h.p., four-cylinder, 60 by 120, three- 
speed and reverse, gate change, two-seater body, painted grey, 
upholstered black leather, Imod, screen, five quick-detachable 
rims and tyres, five lamps and generator, horn, tools, etc., six 
weeks old, £140. Cass’s, The Uar and Light Gar Specialists, 
5 Warren Street, Euston Road, W. ’Phone, Mv.seum 623.

Trade 100-375 
STANDARD 9.5 h.p. two-seater, 1914, quite new, £170, com
plete. Alfred Wastnage, Portland Court Garage, Great Port
land Street, London. Trade 101-e757
SWIFT, 1914, 7 h.p., new June, done 1500 miles, perfect 
condition, fibre mat, hood, screen, lamps and tools, £118. 
430 Seven Sisters Road, N. 100-f327
SWIFT, 1915, 10 h.p., four-cylinder, three-speed and reverse, 
gate change, two-seater body, hood, screen, Rotax 12-volt 
dynamo lighting outfit, with five lamps, five Sankey quick 
detachable wheels and tyres, delivery three weeks, £200. 
Cass’s, The Car and Light'Car Specialists, 5 W’arren Street, 
Euston Road, W. ’Phone, hluseum 523. Trade 100-376
VICTOR cyclecar, 1914, brand-new model, two speeds and re
verse, list price £115, sacrifice £100. Exeter Motor Cycle and 
Light Car Co.; Ltd., 7 Bath Road, Exeter, and 28 Tavistock 
Road, Plymouth. Trade 100-356

LIGHT CARS AND CYCLECARS FOR SALE 
(continued}.

■ u ii.p., 1914, water-cooled cyclecar, £115; ditto,
second-hand, £87 10s., cash 'offers or exchange considered.

‘ , Westgate, Halifax. Trade 102-f340

VICTOR, 8 h.p..

CoUier’s Motories,
VIKUSiG, 1914, 10 h.p., four-cylinder, three-speed and re
verse, gate change, two-seater, with dickey, painted buff, 
upholstered blue leather, hood with side curtains, screen with 
side screens, five Sankey detachable wheels, £145. Cassis, 
The Car and Light Car Specialists, 5 Warren Street, Euston 
Road, W. ’Phone, Museum 623. Trade 100-374
W’ALL, twin-cylinder, three-wheel, lignt delivery car, hardly 
used, accept £62. Jenkins, Watering, St. Austell. 100-f73

MISCELLANEOUS LIGHT CARS AND CYCLECARS. 
BRIGHTON. Perry, Humberette, Morgan, Marlborough. 
Trial runs given. Easy terms arranged. Turpin, 22 and 29 
Preston Road. Trade 114-842
BARGAINS in Morgans, G.W.K.s and other cyclecars and 
light cars at Spencer’s Garage, Uxbridge. Trade 132-36
G.N., 8 h.p., £54 10s. ; 8 h.p. Sabella-J.A.P., £49 10s.; 
A.-O. Sociable, £42; 8-10 twin Bedelia, £39 10s.; cash offers 
considered, everyon© guaranteed. Motor Exchange, West
gate, Halifax. Trad© 102-1341
HURLINCAR, 1914 model, unused, showroom stock, brand 
new, complete five lamps, extra wheel and tyre, tools, hood, 
screen, etc., £180.
AVIETTE, showroom model, special 4 h.p. touring type, hood, 
screen, electric lamps, spares, etc., brand new, fitted with 
cone clutch and two-speed gearbox, £65, listed £78.
AVIETTE, 8-10 h.p., wates-cooled, two-seater, sporting type, 
complete, fast and reliable, two-speed gearbox, cone clutch, 
nice appearance, £85.
EXCHANGES are invited for any of our stock. Hurlin and 
Co., Ltd., 295 Mare Street, Hackney. Tel., Dalston 2989.

Trade 100-363 
CASS’S Motor Mart, the acknowledged light car and cycle
car specialists, can give earliest deliveries of 1915 models of 
all makes, and can supply several new and second-hand light 
cars and cyclecars at bargain prices. Writ© for list. Cass’s, 
The Car and Light Car Specialists, 5 Warren Street, Euston 
Road, W. ’Phone, Museum 623. Trade 100-369
4i h.p. CLEMENT, w.-c., three-wheel Sociable, three-speed, 
worm drive, B. and B., raked steering, tyres sound, perfect 
order throughout, bargain, nearest £20. Ill Wood Street, 
Walthamstow. 100-1374
NEW Carden pattern two-speed monocar, perfect flier, 
sacrifice £30, exchange Douglas. 16 Greenongh Street, 
Wigan. 100-1377

FOR HIRE.
FOR hire, with or without driver, very smart 1914 two- 
seater, 10 h.p.. four-cylinder. Redfield " -
Court.

Garage, Earl’s
Trade 100-1375

MISCELLANEOUS.
ACCUMULATORS. Over 100 sizes always 
cheapest and best house in the trade for reliable accumulators 
for car lighting, ignition, etc. ; stock of slightly shop-soiled 
accumulators at greatly-reduced prices. The Essex Accumu
lator Co., 497-499 Grove Green Road, Leytonstone, London, 
N.E. Trade zzz-505
VALVEGRINDING compound, fast cutting, clean finish, 10 
years reputation, no emery ; large tin, 7|d. post free. Williams 
Bros., Lytham. Trade 118-b923
NEW, guaranteed worm-driven back axles, suitable for cars 
up to 12 ;wt., 4 ft. track, complete with hubs, price £24 
cash; also radiators at clearance prices. Turners, Lever 
Street, Wolverhampton. Trade zzz-43
SPECIAL chassis, special parts, or complete cars built to 
specifications, repairs, oxy-acetylene welding, wheel building, 
gear cutting, accurate machining. M’Connochie and Russell, 
Engineers, 210 Wellington Street, Leeds. Trade 103-dl40 
STEPNEY wheel, perfect. 650 by 65, 20s. Salt, 95 Willes 
Road, Leamington Spa. . 100-f326

in stock. The
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MISCELLANEOUS (continncd}.
SPECIAL line. Brand new two side and tail electric lamps, 
heavy brass or nickel-plated, latest torpedo design, best Eng' 
lish make, complete with Osram metallic filament bulbs, 
armoured wire to each lamp, tumbler switch and 25-ampere 
hour actual lighting capacity Essex accumulator in metal case, 
the whole set ready for immediate use, 54s. Send for illus
trated catalogue to the Essex Accumulator Co., 497-499 Grove 
Green Road, Leytonstone, London, N.E. Trade zzz-506
CYCLECAR eet, comprising ash chassis, springs, three 
wheels, tyres, front axle, steering gear, friction disc, and 
brand new 6 h.p. twin Rex engine, with magneto, sacrifice 
£15. Maynard, 75 Warwick Road, New Southgate. 100-f328 
6i h.p. ASTER engine, w.-c., carburetter, coil, silencer, 
£4 10s. ; cyclecar petrol tank, enamelled green, taps, 15s. ; 
Flanders radiator and bonnet, 50s. ; Flanders clutch, 15s.; 
pair Phoenix radiators, 10s. SiddaU, Avenue Halcyon, Hessle.

Trade 100-f279 
ZENDIK parts and replacements always in stock, Zendik 
repairs a speciality. Hampton Wick Motor Works, Hamp
ton Wick. ’Phone, 869 Kingston. 'Trade 100-f317
LIGHT car chassis, 6-8 engine, differential axle, three-speed 
gearbox, chain drive, wire wheels, direct steering, complete, 
ready for body, or will sell any parte cheap. Robinson, 
Allendale Road, Stockton-on-Tees. 100-f314
CY’CLECAR back axle with' differential wheels, tyres, 
springs, etc., 40s. ; front axle, with wheels, tyres, Peerage, 
springs, etc., 30s. Sheane, Leitrim Place, Wicklow, Ireland.

100-f347 
FRONT axle and wheels, brake drums fitted, no tyres, 12s. 
Akers, 28 High Street, Newport, Mon. - 100-f365
IMPORTANT contracts enable us to offer cyclecar _ com
ponents at competitive prices. Send for list of parts, includ
ing wheels, hubs, rims, pulleys, frames, countershafts, etc. 
Hurlin. Below.
MANUFACTURERS would do well to obtain our quotations 
for repetition work, including manufacture of complete ma
chines, chassis, and bodies. We will tender for complete out
put or part contract numbers. Below.
COMPONENTS for those constructing at home. Our 
methods cheapen your whole machine; see following prices 
GEARBOXES from £3; clutches from 35s.; pulleys, hundreds 
of various patterns, from 2s. each; adjustable pulleys and 
halves of pulleys. Is. each; countershafts from 5s. each; made 
to order; estimates free; axles and wheels complete, £2; 
scuttle dash petrol tanks, 10s. each; oil pumps. Is. fid.; send 
for list. Hurlin and Co., Ltd., the biggest light car com
ponents specialists in the trade, 295 Mare Street, Hackney. 
Tel., 2989 Dalston. - Trade 100-354
COMPONENTS. Complete friction-driven car assembled 
on view in our showrooms. Winter components throughout; 
those contemplating building should inspect same and our 
four-cylinder 1915 racy model, nice outline, marvellously 
cheap at 100 guineas. Winter, Light Car Specialists, 52 
West Hill, Wandsworth. Trade 100-f380
MORGAN repairs. We are official repairers for South of 
England and have always made Morgan repairs a speciality. 
We carry a large stock of parts and our charges are quite 
reasonable. Satisfaction guaranteed. Warren Lambert En
gineering Co., 142 Ujfbridge Road, Shepherd’s Bush.

Trade 100-350 
THE Morgan runabout. The Morgan combines the safety and 
comfort of an expensive motorcar with the simplicity and 
cheapness of a motorcycle, has none of the complications, 
weight, heavy running costs, gearbox and back axle troubles 
of miniature motorcars, standard model, 85 guineas. Price 
lists, trial runs and driving lessons free. Repair Department, 
Farrier Street, open 9 to 8 daily (closed 1 o’clock Thursdays). 
Repairs and overhauls prompt, cheap, and guaranteed. Tyres, 
spare parts, J.A.P. engine parts, lubricants, etc., stocked. 
Repainting from 30s. Special attention to post orders. Esti
mates free. F. G. Boddingtcj’n, Mealcheapen Street apd 
Farrier Street, Worcester. Trade 100-f350
STEPNEY wheel, complete with tube and new cover, 700 by 
85, accept 50s.; pair 650 by 65 cover, 12s.; brand new, 50s.; 
Garner exhaust whistle and cut-out, aU controls, 17s. 6d. 
Millards, Drapers, Chesterfield. Trade 100-f355
COMPLETE parts for friction-drive cyclecar, 8 h.p., w.c., 
engine, magneto, wheels, frame, radiator,, springs, body, £15; 
everything except tyres. Harmer, care of M.E.S. Co.. Salem 
Road, Bayswater. 100-f354

DYNAMO EQUIPMENT.
PHONOPORE 12-volt lighting set, including lamps, dynamo, 
switchboard and accumulator. Sole agents, Samson and Veal, 
12 Woodstock Street, Oxford Street. Mayfair 6826.

Trade zzz-302

EXCHANGE.
1914 THREE-SPEED Rover and family sidecar, not done 
2000, exchange cyclecar Morgan considered. Avery, Draper, 
Bexhill. 100-f324
WANT small cat’, Humberette, G.W.K., or other good. Ex
change beautiful drawing suite (antique), all inlaid brass, silk 
tapestry, seven pieces, cost £35; superbly-carved black Indian 
table, more magnificent Davenport, match (value £20-£25), 
pair black cabinets on tables (made for Indian rajah, probably 
unique), fitted, one liqueur, other smokers (six unique pipes), 
£20 or more; white wicker bungalow suite (settee, four easy, 

.two ordinary, large table, butler’s table), £8; Rudge bike, 
double crossbar, cost £15, good state; greenhouse (special fit
tings), cost £40 (25-12); thousands pots, all sizes, spare glass, 
boiler, pipes, big barrow, roller, tennis things, etc., plants 
that cost owner very considerable sum; seen any time, appoint
ment. Indian, Rozelle, Dunheved Road South, Thornton 
Heath. ■ 100-f320
FOUR-SEATED, 9-11 h.p., screen, hood, guaranteed, ex
change for cyclecar, cash either way. Arnold, Tredegar, 
Mon. ]00-f319
1914^ REX Sidette, cost £84, new July, little used, excellent 
condition, with cash, for cyclecar, reputable make, modern, 
perfect. Judge, Shirley, Cadogan Road, Surbiton. 100-f368

EXPORTERS, SHIPPERS, Etc.
PACKING, forwarding, and shipping abroad of cars or acces- 
Bories. Apply to Robert Park and Co., Ltd., 91 to 97 Clerken- 
well Road, London, E.C. Packing works, Backchurch Lane, 
London, E. Branch agents and correspondents throughout 
the world. 119-332

GARAGES.
GARAGE. We can garage your light car or cyclecar. 
Wilkins, Simpson and Co., 11 Hammersmith Road, London 
(opposite Olympia). - 100-f333(opposite Olympia).

HOODS AND SCREENS.
TWO-SEATER hoods, brand new, but slightly 
A.-C.s and Morgans, on approval; also screens. 
Holborn Hall, Gray’s Inn Road. ‘

soiled, for 
Esmond, 

’Phone, 6492 Holborn.
Trade 102-f62 

WAR prices. Sliding extension hoods, £2 8s. ; folding wind
screens, 30s. ; re-covering, 25s. ; distance no object. Lang, 1 
Jackson Road, Holloway, London. 'Trade 10C-f523

INSURANCE.
A.A. policies. Motor Union Insurance Co., Ltd., Sheffield, 
East Parade; Leeds, City Square; Hull, Fleet Chambers, 
Jameson Street. Yorkshire Manager, Fred. Cawood, junr.

101-754
MAGNETOS.

MANCHESTER, Magneto repairs of every description, any 
make; rewinding, remagnetizing, coil and accumulator re
pairs ; several good second-hand magnetos in stock. J. BL 
Ruubaken, Magneto Specialist, 7 Peter Street, Manchester. 
Telephone: 6111 City. Sole Northern Agent for the Eisemann 
Magneto Co. Trade 122-382

PATENT AGENTS & CONSULT/NG ENGINEERS.
FLETCHER WILSON, of Coventry, Chartered Patent 
Agent. Telephone, 135k. Nineteen years experience in motor 
patent matters. 101-a959
PATENTS, DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS. Phillips, 70 
Chancery Lane, London, Chartered Patent Agents (Robert E. 
Phillips, M.I.Mech.E., and A. Millward Flach, Fel. Chart. 
Insti. P.A.), specialize in patents relating to motor traction.

105-q80 
TRADE marks, patents. For securing German markets get 
your trade marks and patents protected. Particulars and 
advice free. King’s Patent Agency, Ltd., 165 Queen Victoria 
Street, London. Thirty years references. zzz-24

A.io HELP THE iy letting advertisers 'know that their advertisements
MOVEMENT in “ The Light Car and Cyclecar ” interest you.
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REPAIRERS.
ADLER Cars. E. Brandt, former chief engineer at Morgan 
and Co., Long Acre, will undertake all repairs and complete 
overhauls for all Adler cars at your own i esidence or garage. 
Address aU communications to 43 Fairbridge Road, Upper 
Holloway, London, N. 100-e813
REPAIRS. Now is the time to have your light car or cycle
car overhauled; all kinds of repairs at lowest prices. Wil
kins, Simpson' and Co., 11 Hammersmith Road, London 
(opposite Olympia). 100-f332
WINTER, Light Car Specialists, 62 West Hill, "Wandsworth, 
have special staff for reconstructions, alterations and repairs, 
lowest prices, components. _ 100-f379
LIGHT car repairs. Being manufacturers of light cars and _____ _______ ,
having the best-equipped light car factory in London at our Lloyd, 22 Champion Park, Denmark iiiii, S.E.' 
disposal we are open to undertake repairs to any make of ‘ ... , ....
light car or cyclecar.i Accurate workmanship and low 
charges. Warren Lambert Engineering Co., 142 Uxbridge 
Road, Shepherd’s Bush. Trade 100-349

TUITION.
ONE week’s continuous instruction from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
daily, under fully qualified instructors, fee £2 10s., including 
driving lesson each day on four-cylinder 20 h.p. modern car. 
garage .work, H.F. vulcanizing, tyre i-hanging, and technical 
instruction on the car two hours daily; a different part of the 
car being taken each day. Motor Schools Training Institute, 
Heddon Street, Regent Street, W., and 21a Loudoun Road, 
St. -Tohn’s Wood, N.W. Appointed by the Royal Auto
mobile Club since 1907. Call or write for prospectus. 
’Phone, 7527 Gerrard and 1597 Hamnstead. zzz l7
BRITISH School of Motoring, being the practical training 
institution for the motor industry, gives special courses for 
car owners. Unlimited tuition until the pupil signs that he 
or she is satisfied. W’e teach you how to motor economically. 
Apply for “C.C. Booklet,” The British School of Motoring, 
Ltd., 5 and 5 Coventry Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W.

100-554

RADIATORS.
RADIATORS, radiators, radiators, dome or flat fronted, 
gilled or plain tubes oar speciality. Attwoods, 99 Rosebery 
Avenue, E.C. ’ Trade 101-n215

I

»

TYRES.
ELITE. We have the following special clearance lines, and 
are willing to send goods on seven days approval against ca.sh. 
Elite Rubber Co., 264 Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria (me 
minute from Victoria Station), and 260 Coldharbour Lane, 
Brixton, S.W. All post orders to Victoria Depot. ’Phone, 
Victoria 6553 and Brixton 2042.
ELITE. Dunlop 650 by 65 covers, 25s., list price, 50s., 1913 
stock; Clincher 700 by 80, ribbed pattern, 22s. 6d.; Hutchin
son, 650 by 75, to fit 650 by 65 rims, 25s., list price, 393. 5d. ; 
Henley oversize covers, 700 by 80, to fit 550 by 65 rims, 
28s. 6d. ; Kempshall heavy non-skid, 650 by 65, 47s. 6d., list 
price, 67s. 5d.
ELITE. Best quality inner tubes, fully guaranteed, 26-2j,' 
6s. 6d. ; 26-3, 7s. 6d.; butted. Is. 3d. extra.
ELITE. Wood-Milne belts, 1^ Is. fid. per ft., J Is. per ft.; 
Continental belts, 1 in. Is. fid. per ft., J Is. 2d. per ft.; Lyso, 
J la. per ft.
ELITE. Cyclecar covers retreaded, fi50 mm., heavy tread, 
plain, 10s., grooved 12s. 7d., steel-studded 20s.; 700 mm., 
Ils. 2d. plain, 14s. 2d. grooved, 28s. steel-studded; relining 
4s. fid.
ELITE Rubber Co., 2fi4 Vauxhall Bridge Road, Victoria, and 
2fi0 Coldharbour Lane, Brixton, S.W. ’Phone, Victoria fi553 
and Brixton 2042. Trade zzz-9fi6
TYRES, tyres, our telegraphic address is “ Tyres,” our 
speciality is tyres. Reduced prices of all makes now ready. 
Graham, Vine Street, Birmingham. Trade 141-843
A. L. PITTS, Redditch, has the following 1914 new Dunlop 
■clearance covers, all fit fi5 mm. rims, and will send on approval 
■against cash ; 700 by 80, plain, 26s. ; 700 by 80, steel-studded, 
42s. fid. ; 650 by steel-studded, 35s.; 550 by 55 soiled 
tubes, 5s. lid. : also i doz. Millennium jacks at half prices.

Trade 100-f35fi 
SPECIAL line of new Moissley inner tubes, 700 by 80, 10s., 
700 by 85, Ils. Murray, 37a Charles Street, Hatton Garden, 
Holbom: Trade 100-f381

WANTED.
IF you want to sell your car quickly, send it to us. "We con
stantly have large numbers of inquiries for good second-hand 
cars, and W'e will sell your car on commission, or buy it out
right for cash, or, if you prefer it, we wUl make you the best 
possible allowance in part payment for a new car. We are 
also prepai’ed to advance cash on second-hand cars pending 
sale. Vivian Hardie, Ltd., 10 Upper St. Martin’s Lane, W.C. 
’Phone, Regent 5444. Trade azs-S71
WANTED, light car, about 8 h.p. Peugeot, or others, modern, 
in exchange for 12 h.p. chassis and accessories, with little cash; 
offers. Johnstone, Waterloo, Pudsey. 100-f48
MORGAN runabout, for 8 h.p. water-cooled Williamson and 
coach-built sidecar, splendid condition, many accessories. 
Llcyd, 22 P„.k, Hili, G.E. 100-f322
WANTED, latest cycleoars, light cars, any make, spot cash 
paid. Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner Street, Wands
worth Town Station. Trade 100-£297
STEPNEY, 550-55, without tyre, must be cheap. Jessop, 7 
Coleridge Road, Crouch End. 100-f315
WANTED, two-seater cyclecar, 1913 or 1914, must be cheap, 
send photo and lowest price. 109 King Street, City, Glasgow. 

100-1313 
WANTED, cyclecar, preferably Humberette or Swift, in 
exchange for 5 h.p. Zenith and coachbuilt Millford sidecar, 
as new. Write particulars, Wright, Somerleyton, East Sheen, 
Surrey. 100-f33fi
WANTED, cyclecar, Morgan, standard or Grand Prix, or 
G.W.K. preferred, for spot cash, no dealers. 59 Greenside 
Road, Croydon. 100-f338
WANTED, Swift or G.W.K. cyclecar, in exchange for 20 h.p., 
four-seater Flanders, in fine condition, or sell £100. T., 28 
Wendover Road, Bromley, Kent. 100-f349
WANTED, 1913 or 1914 model Morgan, must have expert 
exammation. Lowest price and terms to Box No. 4341, care 
of “ T’he Light Car and Cyclecar.” 101-f351
WANTED, Morgan car, good condition, with hood and 
screen, give full particulars, age, etc. Box No. 4340, care of 
“ The Light Car and Cyclecar.” 100-f352
WANTED, in Northumberland, modern light car, must be in 
first-class condition, details and lowest price. Box No. 4339, 
care of “ The Light Car and Cyclecar.” 100-f353
SMITH and FRANCIS, 22 Panton Street, Haymarket, will 
purchase your Singer, Hillman, Morris-Oxford, G-W.K., 
Calcott, Swift, or Perry for cash, or give exceptional allo*v- 
ances part- payment. Trade 100-355
CASS’S Motor Mart require good light cars and cyclecars 
for cash and to sell on commission. Quicjc deals arranged by 
consulting the Specialists, 5 W’arren Street, Euston Road, 
W. ’Phone, JIuseum 523. Ti’ade 100-370
WANTED, reliable 1913 light ear, in exchange for James 
(4i) sidecar combination, enclosed chain drive, two-speed, 
kick starter; cash adjustment or sell, offers. 10 Beck Road, 
Harehills, Leeds. _ 100-f378
WANTED, Grand Prix Morgan and cash in exchange for 
Singer, ten months old, elephant-grey, any examination, no 
dealers. Manisty, Hoole, Chester. 100-1352
WANTED, 1913 or 1914 Swift, Singer, G.W.K. or any good 
make cyclecar. Send particulars and price. Box No. 4338, 
care of “The Light Car and Cyclecar.” Trade 100-f358

3OOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
A TEXT book for every motorist, just published, fourth 
edition, 200 practical points in questions and answers dealing 
with every part of the motorcar, by post Is. Id. Motor 
Schools, Ltd., Heddon Street, Regent-Street, W. zzz-887
“ THE MOTOR MANUAL,” 17th edition, over three 
hundred thousand copies sold. Its unsurpassed popularity is 
its best recommendation. The standard manual for the 
beginner, but equally interesting to the expert, as all recent 
changes in practice are recorded. Constantly revised. Over 
300 pages; 270 illustrations; bound in cloth. Is. 5d. net from 
all booksellers.
“ LIGHT CAR AND CYCLECAR ” TWIN MODEL. Many 
users of V-type twin engines are doubtful as to the exact 
positions of the pistons in the cylinders owing to the slight 
overlap. The working model makes this plain, showing at 
the same time the positions of valves and magneto contact 
breaker. 6d. net, post free 7d., from “ The Light Car and 
Cyclecar ” Offices, 7-15 Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.
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BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS {continued}.

“THE MOTORIST’S WORKSHOP.” The ideal book for 
every owner of a light car or cyclecar who wishes to under
take his own repairs. Clearly and entertainingly written. 
Illustrated. Is. net, post free Is. 2d., from “ The Light Car 
and Cycleear” Offices, 7-15 Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C. 
“ MOTOR CYCLING MANUAL,” 2nd edition, 30th thousand. 
The work of practical motorcyclists. Every recent change in 
the motorcycle- described. How to ride, how to drive the side
car combinations. All the latest improvements, such as foot
starting devices, fully dealt with. Strongly bound in cloth; 
250 pages, 190 illustrations; Is. 6d. net, post free Is. 9d. from 
“ The Li<riit Car and Cyclecar ” Offices, 7-15 Rosebery Avenue, 
London, E.C.
“ OBTAINING INCREASED POWER,” by A. W. Judge, 
A.R.C.Sc., Wh.Sc. This book is designed for the assistance 
of the cyclecarist and light car owner. It is copiously illus
trated with diagrams. It deals most thoroughly with the 
question of efficiency, and sets out in clear language the 
means by which the utmost power may be got out of the 
machine." 6d. net, post free 7^-d., from “ The Light Car and 
Cyclecar” Offices, 7-15 Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.
PROFILE ROAD BOOK. The best road book extant. Covers 
the whole of the country, giving profile plans showing “ ups 
and downs ” of the roads. Is. net, post free Is. Igd., from 
“ The Light Car and Cyclecar ” Offices, 7-15 Rosebery Avenue, 
London, E.C.
“THE MOTOR SHIP AND MOTOR BOAT.” For the 
marine motorist, as well as those interested in the motor ship, 
oil-engined vessels for commercial purposes, etc. A highly- 
teehnical journal, giving full news- of all the latest develop
ments of this rapidly-expanding industry. Fully illustrated 
with plans and photographs. Thursdays, Id. Order frem 
any newsagent.

‘THE MOTOR.” The leading automobile johrnal. Every 
phase of motoring. Practical articles, well illustrated. The 
news journal of the automobile world, first out with all the 
week-end happenings. A special feature consists of advice 
to readers on motoring subjects. Tuesdays, Id. Obtainable 
everywhere.
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RIDDLING 
GENERATOR

Saves pounds of 
Carbide, and 
keeps the decay
ed part away 
from new stuff.
Large Size

30/-
PLATED. 

BLACK. BRASS.
The F.R.S. LAMPS,

Pershore Street,
BIRMINGHAM,

I^ndon Address:
57. Hatton Garden. 
Special Agents—
Service Co.,High Holboru 
W.C. Taylor & Co., Store 
St,. Tottenham Court Rd., 
W.C. Manchester Agents 
—Messrs. Feay & Co,, 
Jackson’s Row.

Brake and Clutch Lining.
Idea) for every type of light car-and F! Ited as standard to the

NOTICES.
REGULATIONS WITH REGARD TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
All advertisement orders are subject to confirmation in writing from the 

Head Offices.
All advertisements and contracts are accepted and made upon the express 

condition that the Publishers have the absolute right to refuse to insert 
copy to which they may object for legal, public, or trade reasons, and such 
refusal of copy shall not be a good ground for advertisers to stop a current 
contract or to refuse to pay for the same or for taking action for breach of 
contract.

Whilst every precaution is taken to ensure accurate printing, the Pub
lishers will not be responsible for printer's errors, nor will they be 
responsible for advt. blocks th^t are left in their possession for more 
than one year.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
“THE LIGHT CAR AND CYCLECAR" will be 
following rates-;

United Kingdom
Canada..
Elsewhere ..
REMITTANCES.—Postal Orders, Cheques, etc., should be crossed 

and made payable to "Temple Press Ltd.” All letters regarding subscrip
tions must be addressed to “The Manager.”

UTOBESTOS
best makes. Proof against oil, grease, dustand heat. Never 
squeaks, and always grips instantly without getting fierce. 

The AUTOBESTOS Syndicate, 
21, MERCER STREET, Long, Acre, LONDON, W.C. 
Telephone ........................ I Gerrard, 1917, 1918.

mailed regularly at the

HOLLOWED 
WINGS 

OH FLAT 
WINGS for 

CYCLECARS
Cheapest House 
in the Trade.

JOSEPH K. BRAMAH, 
Chapel Walk, Sheffield.

I

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
For thecon^’enience and security of our readers we have an approval-deposit 
system. The intending buyer forwards to our office the amount of the 
purchase money, which will be acknowledged to both parties. Notes or 
money order save time. Cheques must be made payable Temple Press Ltd., 
and are acknowledged to seller when "cleared.” If asale is concluded, we 
forward to the seller the amount agreed upon. If no sale is made, we 
return the amount deposited. In either case we deduct a commission of 

per cent. (3d. in the £, 1/- minimum), on amounts deposited up to £50,1 per 
cent, on amounts from £50 to £100, and S per cent on amounts exceeding 
£100, to cover our expensesof booking, postages, etc. Carriage is to be paid by 
the buyer. If the article is returned, each party pays one way. The risk of 
damage in transit is the seller’s. Articles on approval are not to be retained 
more than three days, unless by arrangement between the parties. All 
disputes to be settled by the arbitration of the Editor of '* THE LIGHT 
CAR AND CYCLECAR’’

finality & Cheapness Combined.
Immediate des
patch of Cyelecar 
Houses, from 

£2-7-6
Send to-day for cat
alogue, or call and . 
inspect for proofs. 
Telephone z'Putney 
785.

South Western Timber Co ., Fulham, S.W,

WARNING.—Acknowledgments of deposits or instructions to forward 
goods advertised are only written on our special headed paper, which bears 
a facsimile of the title of this journal. To prevent fraud, the advertiser 
should ACKNOWLEDGE IMMEDIATELY any such letter apparently 
coming from us, and delay forwarding the goods for a day or so. Should 
we, on receiving such an acknowledgment, find that no letter has been sent 
by us, we will wire the advertiser not to part with the goods advertised.

Map of 
Fifty Miles \ 
Round London

Paper 1/- net. 
Mounted 1/6 net.

Postage Id.
TEMPLE PRESS LTD., 
7 - IS, Rosebery Avenue, 
tondon,.........................EX.
Wholesale: E.J. LARBY,

1, Paternoster Avenue, 
London, E.C.

HELP THE by letting advertisers know that their advertisements
' MOEEMERT m “ The Light Car and Cycle car'' interest you.
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THE

3

SPECIFICATION

SEND FOJf CATALOGUE.

MANUFACTURED

ENGINE
THE MOST EFFICIENT ENGINE FOR LIGHT CARS

waterways.

oil from the crank case.

IGNITION.VARIABLE

COVENTRYWorks,

— Rejlent 1471.

^DBRO
BORE 63, stroke 88 mm- 1095 c.c- 
CYLINDERS cast monobloc ; induction 
pipe cast in between the cylinders ; wide

Wonderful Accessibility. 
Forced Lubrication to all bearings. 

3-bearing Crankshaft- 
Variable Ignition.

GEAR PUMP is fitted in the sump and 
being always in the oil needs no priming; 
it is driven from the crank shaft by means 
of spiral gearing and can be removed with 
all driving gear intact without taking the 
bottom half of the crank case off. Further, 
the bottom of the crank case can be re
moved without interfering with the pump.

CRANK SHAFT of high resistance 
steel is of ample proportions running in 
THREE white metal bearings IJ ins. 
in diameter.
CAM SHAFT also runs in three bearings 
and is removable from the front of the 
engine without interfering with the crank 
case.
LUBRICATION is by forced feed to all 
bearings, including crankshaft, cam shaft, 
and magneto shaft. Oil is carried from the 
crank shaft to the connecting rod big ends.

NERO ENGINE CO., LTD.. Sterling
SOLE DISTRIBUTING AGENTS-

MOTOR EXPORTERS, LTD., 65, Long Acre, LONDON, W • C» Telegrams—'Atwaneri Phone, London.'

VALVES interchangeable : 35 mm. in 
diameter: the adjustable tappets are
fitted with fibre tips.

:s are cast in so that there is no

CRANK CASE is aluminium in two 
halves bolted at the centre, and is fitted 
with a filter tray having 26 square ins- 
of gauze, which can be drawn out from 
the front of the engine by simply un
screwing two nuts and without emptying

All oil pipet.-------- ------— -------- ------ --
cracking due to vibration. All oilways can 
easily be cleared out.

J

KINDLY MENTION “THE LIGHT CAE AND CYCLECAE” '’AHEN CORKESPO.NDINQ WITH ADVEET1.3EES.
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The cheapest luxury 
in Motordom.

•- < ■

when you are asked to buy tyres “made in 
Germany,” remember what Germany has made 

in Belgium !

Mfd. by THE AVON INDIA RUBBER COMPANY, LTD., MELKSHAM, WILTS,

Under Contract to H.M. DMIR A LT Y, etc.

J ■

Depots: 19, Newman St., Oxford St.,W.: 119, Victoria St., Bristol; 202-204, Corporation St.,
Birmingham ; 38, King St. West, Manchester ; 55, Queen St., Glasgow ; 88, Avenue des Ternes, Paris.

Printed and Published Weekly by the Proprietors, TEMPLE .pPESS LTD., 7, 9, it, 13, 15, ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON. E.C. 
OVERSEAS AG ENTS-Australasia— GORDON & GOTCH. Melbourne. Sydney, Brisbane, Perth. Adelaide, Launceston, Wellington, etc. India—A. H. HEELE R & CO 
Allahabad, Bombay, Calcutta- etc. Africa—CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD., Cape Town. Johannesburg, Durban, etc. Canada —W. DAWSON iS: SONS. LTD* 

Toronto, etc. GORDON & GOTCH, 132, Bay Street, Toronto. AOE.VT.« E'^'R FRANCE-W. H. S.MITH & SON, 2-18. Rue de Rivoli. Pa.-is. ’
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